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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH

MURRAY JOHNSON and PAMELA
JOHNSON,

:

Plaintiffs/Respondentsf
:

Case No. 860560
Priority No. 14(b)

vs.
EAGLE MILLS, INC., JAMES
SLAUGH and DEANNA SLAUGH,

:

Defendants/Appellants.

:

BRIEF OF RESPONDENTS

STATEMENT OF FACTS
Plaintiffs adopt defendants' Statement of Facts with
the following important exception:

Plaintiffs take exception

to defendants' statement that the District Court reversed the
Circuit Court's findings of fact.
The

District

Court

reversed

the

Circuit

Court's

decision on the legal effect of the defendants' unrestricted
signatures

on

the

stock

purchase

agreement.

(R.69).

The

District Court did not reverse the Circuit Court's Findings of
Fact as alleged by defendants.
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
This case originated in the Seventh Circuit Court of
Uintah County.

(R.l).

At issue was whether

the defendants

were

personally

liable

purchase agreement,
that

the

to

plaintiffs

(R. 41, 50, 69)

defendants

were

not

pursuant

to

a stock

The Circuit Court held

personally

liable.

(R.41)

Plaintiffs filed a notice of appeal to the Seventh Judicial
District Court, Uintah County on March 24, 1986. (R.44)

This

appeal was taken pursuant to U.C.A. §78-3-5 (repealed by laws
86,

Ch.

47

Addendum).

§80

effective

April

28, 1986)

(See

Statutory

The District Court reversed and held as a matter

of law that the defendants were personally liable under the
agreements. (R.68-69)

Defendants filed an appeal with this

Court alleging the constitutional issue of violation of due
process under the Federal and State Constitutions.
has preliminary

jurisdiction pursuant

This Court

to the constitutional

issue provision of U.C.A. §78-3-5.
STATEMENT OF ISSUES
1.

Does the failure of the defendants to file their

notice of appeal timely deprive the Court of jurisdiction?
2.

Should the Court disregard or strike defendants'

brief or dismiss defendants' appeal for failure to comply with
Rules 21 and 24 of the Rules of the Utah Supreme Court?
3.

Is this appeal governed

by

the provisions of

U.C.A. §78-3-5, repealed April 28, 1986 by Laws 86, Ch. 47
§80?

Further, did the District Court deny the defendants due

process rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to
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the United States Constitution and under Article I Section 7
of the Utah Constitution when it denied defendants' petition
for rehearing?
4.

Does an unrestricted signature on an agreement to

purchase stock render the signator personally liable under the
agreement as a matter of law?
5.
plaintiffs

Is

defendants'

entitled

to

appeal

sanctions

frivolous

including

and

are

damages

and

reasonable attorneys fees pursuant to Rule 33 of the Rules of
the Utah Supreme Court?
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Defendants1 appeal is untimely in that the defendants
filed

their

notice of appeal more than 30 days after the

District

Court

petition

for

appeal.

ruled

on

rehearing

plaintiffs'

did

not

appeal.

toll

the

Defendants'

period

to

file

The Court should therefore dismiss the appeal.
The defendants' Brief fails to comply with the Rules

of the Utah Supreme Court.
comply

with

Rules

Specifically, defendants failed to

24(a)(4);

24(a)(5);

24(f);

and

21(d).

Pursuant to Rule 24 (k), plaintiffs request that this Court
disregard
warranted.

defendants'
Defendants

brief

or

failure

take
to

other
file

measures
a

as is

statement

of

jurisdiction is particularly prejudicial in that the parties
dispute whether the Court has jurisdiction to hear this appeal.
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This appeal is governed by the provisions of U.C.A.
§78-3-5/ because this section of the Judicial Code was still
in full force and effect when plaintiffs filed their appeal in
District Court on March

29, 1986,

U.C.A.

§78-3-5 was not

repealed by H.B. 100, 86 Laws Ch. 47 §80, until April 28,
1986.

As such, pursuant to U.C.A. §78-3-5, the decision of

the District Court is final except on constitutional issues.
Defendants constitutional claim is a spurious attempt
to bootstrap a due process claim to an otherwise simple legal
issue.

Due process is the right to be heard and respond to

arguments in an orderly manner.
opportunity
Defendants

to
cite

brief
no

and

Defendants were given full

orally

authority

for

argue

their

the proposition

position.
that the

Court denied them due process when it denied their petition
for rehearing in the District Court.

Defendants are entitled

to a fair hearing once before the Judge, not twice.
The District Court properly held as a matter of law
that defendants
manner

and

had

signed

were obligated

their

names

personally

monies due them under the agreement.

in an

unrestricted

to pay the plaintiffs
Defendants have both a

personal and corporate obligation to pay plaintiffs the amount
due under the agreement.

This is based upon the fact that the

defendants were president and treasurer {respectively of Eagle
Mills and pursuant to paragraphs 6-9 of the stock purchase
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agreement

were

plaintiffs.

responsible

for

paying

all

monies

due

to

Moreover, there is no dispute that the defendants

signed the agreement in an individual and corporate capacity.
Any ambiguity as to a division of responsibility
construed

against

document.

The

the

defendants

defendants

are

as

thus

the

should be

drafters

personally

of

the

liable

for

$3750.00.
Defendants appeal is frivolous in that the defendants
are now attempting

to raise a constitutional

first time on appeal.

issue for the

This Court will not consider issues not

raised in the trial court or brought before the District Court
on

appeal.

Defendants'

frivolous

appeal

has

prevented

plaintiffs from obtaining relief and has delayed plaintiffs in
filing

of

their

federal

plaintiffs to incur
considering

and

state

tax penalties

and

tax

returns

interest.

causing
Moreover,

the amount in controversy, $3750, defendants are

attempting to litigate this case until it becomes economically
unfeasible

for plaintiffs to pursue their case.

Plaintiffs

are entitled to damages for delay and for a frivolous appeal
pursuant to Rule 33 of the Rules of the Utah Supreme Court.
ARGUMENT
POINT I
THIS COURT SHOULD DISMISS THIS ^PPEAL FOR FAILURE TO
FILE A TIMELY NOTICE OF APPEAL.
Rule 4 of the Utah Rules of the Supreme Court specify
that in appeals permitted as a matter of right from the

-5-

District

Court

to the Supreme Court, the notice of appeal

shall be filed with the Clerk of the District Court within 30
days after the date of entry of the Judgment or order appealed
from.

In this case, the District Court entered its judgment

on August

22, 1986.

(R.69) .

Defendants did not file their

notice of appeal to this Court until October 24, 1986.

The

notice of appeal is untimely under Rule 4(a).
Rule 4(b) does not provide defendants any relief as
the petition defendants filed was not a motion under any of
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure deliniated in the Rules of
the Utah Supreme Court 4(b).

Indeed, the motion defendants

filed was a petition for a rehearing.

In Peay v. Peay, 607

P.2d 841 (Utah 1980), this Court held that a party could not
extend
"motion

the
for

time

for

filing

reconsideration

an

appeal

of order

motion for relief from final judgment."

simply
striking

by

filing a

petition and

Peay, 607 P.2d at 843.

In the case at hand defendants filed a petition for
rehearing.

The petition was denied.

The defendants could

have filed a notice of appeal at the expiration of the 30 day
period pending outcome of the petition but failed to do so.
Pursuant to Rules of Utah Supreme Court 4(a) and Peay v. Peay,
supra,

the

defendants

notice

of

should be dismissed.
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appeal

was

untimely,

and

POINT II
DEFENDANTS SHOULD BE SANCTIONED BECAUSE THEIR BRIEF
FAILS TO COMPLY WITH THE RULES OF THIS COURT.
A.

Defendants failed to comply with the Rules of the

Utah Supreme Court.
The defendants' brief fails to comply with several
important
failure

rules
to

controversy

of

this

Court.

comply

with

Court

and

Defendants'

Rules

is

failure

to

particularly

the

has

led to this ill-advised,

brief's

jurisdiction

Moreover,

defendants

muddied

this

frivolous appeal.

include

a

prejudicial

statement
in

light

of
of

plaintiffs objections to the Court's jurisdiction over this
appeal.

The defendants failed to comply with the following

rules in particular:
1.

Defendants' brief lacks a statement of
jurisdiction as required by Rule 24(a)(4).

2.

Defendants' brief lacks a statement of the
issues as required by Rule 24(a)(5).

3.

Defendants'
brief
fails
to
append
necessary
constitutional
and
statutory
provisions as required by Rule 24(f).

4.

Defendants' certificate of service was not
signed by an attorney as required by Rule
21(d) .

5.

Defendants1 brief fails to adequately cite
the record as required by Rule 24(a)(7).

B.

The

defendants
disregard

or
or

Court

their
strike

should

attorneys

impose

pursuant

defendants' brief

fees against defendants.
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sanctions
to

Rule

against

24 (k) and

and assess attorneys

The Court

has authority pursuant

to Rule 24 (k) to

impose sanctions against parties who fail to follow the rules
of

the court

regarding

briefs.

Sanctions are particularly

appropriate when material sections of a brief are left blank
and

later

become

jurisdictional

central

issues in the appeal, as is the

question

in

this

case.

The

plaintiffs

respectfully request that the Court enforce the Rules of this
Court and sanctions defendants in an appropriate manner.
POINT III
THIS COURT LACKS JURISDICTION
PURSUANT TO UTAH CODE ANNOTATED §78-3-5
DEFENDANTS FAILED TO RAISE AND CANNOT
CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUE CLAIM.
A.

This appeal

is governed

OVER THIS APPEAL
(1953) BECAUSE THE
SUBSTANTIATE THEIR

by

the provisions of

U.C.A. §78-3-5.
U.C.A. §78-3-5 mandates that in appeals from Circuit
Court to District Court, the decision of the District Court is
final

on

all

legal

constitutional issues.

and

factual

issues

except

for

See Statutory Addendum.

There is no question that §78-3-5 U.C.A. applied to
plaintiffs' appeal to the District Court.

Plaintiffs filed

the

H.B.

appeal

on

March

24,

1986.

(R.44).

100,

which

established the Utah Court of Appeals and repealed §78-3-5 was
not effective until April 28, 1986.

See Statutory Addendum.
i

Thus appeal to District Court was procedurally proper and was
governed by §78-3-5.

This Court therefore only has
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jurisdiction

to

consider

whether

defendants

state

a

substantial constitutional issue.
B.

Defendants failed to raise their constitutional

issue before

District

Court

and

are therefore

barred

from

raising it on appeal to this Court.
Defendants claim that their due process rights were
violated

when

additional

the

District

issues

rehearing.

they

Court

raised

failed
in

to

their

address
petition

the
for

The defendants however do not provide any citation

to the record indicating that they raised this issue at any
time in the District Court.

The only apparent reference to a

due process claim is contained in the defendants' motion and
memorandum for rehearing. (R.76)
to cite

any authority

instead

rely

on

violation because
The

District

argument

that

Moreover, defendants failed

that would

conclusory

allegations

their petition

Court

properly

defendants

support

for

refused

should

have

their

of

a

due

rehearing
to

hear

raised

claim

and

process

was denied.
additional

prior

to the

District Court's decision.
C.

The District Court afforded the defendants a full

and fair opportunity to brief and argue all of their claims
and did not deny defendants their due process rights when the
Court refused to rehear defendants' arguments.
The defendants correctly point out that due process
clauses of the United States and Utah Constitutions require
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that parties be given an opportunity to be heard before an
impartial judge.
696

P.2d

1219

Anderson v. Industrial Commission of Utah,
(Utah

1985).

That

is

precisely

what

the

defendants were afforded in this case when it was heard in the
District
appeal

Court.
(R.44);

The
and

defendants

filed

were

given

a memorandum

in

notice

response

of

the

to it.

(R.59).
After

an

adverse

ruling

on August

22, 1986, the

defendants filed an untimely motion to extend the time to file
a petition for rehearing.
September

The exparte motion was filed on

3, 1986, eleven days after entry of the District

Court's decision.

(R.72)

The Court

granted

the motion to

extend time even though the ten day period for filing petition
under Rule 12.4, Utah Rules of Practice had expired and, after
considering

defendants

brief

on

rehearing,

(R.82),

denied

defendants' petition for rehearing. (R.109).
The

record

provides

ample

evidence

that

the

defendants were afforded the opportunity to be heard not once
but twice before the District Court.

Although the defendants

may not like the final decision of the District Court, they
cannot complain about their opportunity to be heard.
POINT IV
THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY HELD AS A MATTER OF LAW
THAT THE DEFENDANTS' UNRESTRICTED SIGNATURES RENDER THEM
PERSONALLY LIABLE UNDER THE CONTRACT.
Whether an individual signs a contract in a personal
or representative capacity is a question of law for the court
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to decide.
held

If the signature is unrestricted this Court has

as a matter

of

personal capacity.

law that

the

individual

signed

in a

Marveon Sign Company v. Roennebeck, 694

P.2d 604 (Utah 1984).
The
personal

defendants

and

obligations

claim

that

representative

in

each

they

signed

in both a

capacity

with

differing

capacity.

The

defendants

rely

on

paragraph 8 to argue that the obligation to repurchase the
stock runs only to the corporation.
mandate

that

the

defendants

the

agreement.

(See Appendix A, paragraphs 3f 4, 5 and 6)

The

Their

unrestricted

Plaintiffs

pay

funds

due

personal
under

to

and

separate

to

failed

for

a

obligation

defendants

account

have

Yet paragraphs 5 and 6

live up to that personal
signatures

respectfully

made

submit

that

it

their

the

obligation.
obligation.

District

Court

properly ruled that the defendants have personal liability on
the debt for failure to live up to their personal obligations.
POINT V
PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO DAMAGES FOR DELAY, PLUS
COST AND REASONABLE ATTORNEYS1 FEES AGAINST DEFENDANTS FOR
FILING THIS FRIVOLOUS APPEAL.
The amount in controversy in this case is $3750.00.
Plaintiffs recognize the time honored rule that the amount of
money at dispute in an action normally dotes not govern whether
a court awards attorneys' fees to a prevailing party.
case is an exception.

This

Plaintiffs first were forced to answer
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defendants frivolous petition to reconsider

and dismiss for

lack

Court

of

jurisdiction

plaintiffs' favor.
dismiss
appeal

for
to

lack
the

after

the

District

Defendants clearly
of

jurisdiction

District

Court

in

should have moved to

prior

for

ruled

to

submitting

decision.

raised issues that should have been raised

The

the

petition

in the original

appeal.
Moreover, after plaintiffs began garnishment against
defendants' assets, defendants filed this appeal to further
forestall

their

eventual

day

of

payment.

Defendants'

constitutional claim is frivolous in that no court has held
that there is a constitutional right to rehearing.

Defendants

stated their constitutional claim without citing any authority
requiring
that

plaintiffs' counsel

may

exist

in

to search

support

of

for case

defendants'

Counsel's search revealed no such authority.

authority

contention.

Pursuant to Rule

33, Rules of the Utah Supreme Court, plaintiffs respectfully
request damages for delay and costs and reasonable attorneys'
fees incurred in answering this vexatious appeal.
CONCLUSION
Plaintiffs

respectfully

that

this

Court

dismiss

defendants' appeal and award plaintiffs their costs, damages,
and reasonable attorneys' fees incurred in this appeal.
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lis
Respectfully submitted this

17 day of July, 1987.
X?

McRAE & DeLAND

r.r

JLS

HARRY y . SOUVALL

^^/~twL

ROBERT M. McRAE
Attorneys for Respondents

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I do hereby certify that I mailed, postage prepaid,
four

(4) true and correct copies of the foregoing Brief of

Respondents to Kirk C. Bennett, Bennett & Judd, Attorneys for
Appellants, ^ T 9 West 100 South, Suite B, Vernal, Utah
on the

y

day of July, 1987.
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ADDENDUM A

.,

AGREEMENT
Agreement
Ills,

Inc.,

>hnson,
)

made

as

a

this

Utah

residents
Johnson,

f/

day of June, 1985, between Eagle

Corporation, and Murray Johnson and Pamela

of

Uintah County, Utah, hereinafter referred

and James Slaugh and Deanna Slaugh, residents of

Lntah County, Utah, hereinafter referred to as Slaugh.
RECITALS
A.

Johnson

and

Slaugh are the incorporators and owners of

)0Z of the stock of Eagle Mills.
B.
aking

Eagle
it

Mills

impossible

has

experienced

financial

difficulties

to continue in business without additional

ipital.
C.

Slaugh

and Johnson have pledged substantial property to

scure debts of Eagle Mills.
D.

Eagle

Mills

presently has outstanding current payables

nd current receivables of an approximately equal amount.
E.
ecessary

In

order

that

to

Eagle

avoid
Mills

bankrupctcy
be

or receivorship it is

sold to, or enter into, a joint

enture with an outside party to obtain additional capital.
F.

Eagle Mills is in default on various long term and short

erm obligations.
G.
acilitate
ankruptcy

The

action
the

set

forth

reorganization

below
of

is necessary in order to

Eagle

^l^lls

and

to

avoid

or receivorship, and the loss by Slaugh and Johnson of
#
1

he property they have pledged to secure Eagle Mills
NOW,
Dvenants

THEREFORE,
contained
{

debts.

in consideration of the mutual promises and
herein, and the benefit to be derived by the

parties

hereto, the sufficiency of which is hereby stipulated and

acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
1.
for

•

Slaugh and Johnson hereby assume•personal

responsibility

the payment of the current payables of'Eagle Millsi a list of

which is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit "A".
2.
Johnson
in

Eagle

,f ff

A

above, all receivables of Eagle Mills existing on

books as of June

progress

hereby assigns and sets over to Slaugh and

for the sole purpose of payment of the obligations listed

Exhibit

the

Mills

as

receivables

of

(| , 1985, including receivables for jobs in

said

date but not yet completed, a list of said

is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit

"B".
3.
Slaugh,

All receivables shall be paid to Slaugh and collected by
and

Slaugh

shall

utilize

said

money

to

pay current

payables of Eagle Mills.
4.

Slaugh shall prepare and provide to Johnson on a monthly

basis an accounting of receivables collected and payables paid.
5.

Any

excess receivables over payables up•to an•amount of

$5,000.00 shall be paid to Slaugh.
6.

Any

'

amount in excess of said $5,000.00 shall be divided

equally between Johnson and Slaugh.
7.

Any

receivables

deficiency

in

the

amount

of

be divided and paid as fpllows:

shall

payables

over

Fifty percent

(50%) by Slaugh, fifty percent (50Z) by Johnson.
8.
stock

Johnson shall sign over to Eagle Mills the 200 shares of
owned

agreement

of

by

Johnson

Eagle

in

Eagle Mills in consideration of the

Mills to pay to Johnson and to Peggy Greely,

>intly, the sum of $7,500.00.
9.

The stock shall be signed over to the corporation on the

>llowing
.gned
id

schedule:

over

to

payment

one

half

of

the

Johnson shares shall be

the corporation upon execution of this agreement

of $3,750.00 by the corporation to Johnson.and Peggy

•eely.

..,.:..

10.

The

>rporation

remaining

at

such

-operty

of

5ld

Player

by

100

shares shall be signed,over to the

time as documents are signed to release the

Johnson

and

and

Slaugh

Willyard

from the long term obligations

and upon payment of the remaining

J,750.00.

.....-•,,.

11.
le

Johnson

corporation

for

lereof,

or

ar

purpose

the

please

of

or

of

sale

of

said

corporation, or a part

of said corporation into a joint venture

salvaging

an

said

that Slaugh may negotiate on behalf of

the

the ^entry

from,

bligations

agrees

said corportion, and obtaining a

assumption

of,

the

long

term debts and

corporation including those securred by the

eal and personal property of Johnson and Slaugh.
12.
elease
hich

Slaugh
of

the

shall

use

all

reasonable efforts to obtain a

real and personal property of Johnson and Slaugh

was used to secure loans which formed the initial operating

apital

of

Eagle

ssumption

of

le

note,

Bowan

Mills,

other
the

and

unsecurred
Joe

Hall

to obtain from outside sources an
long term obligations including
note,

and the rent owed on the

remises.
13.
nd

The

1984

Ford

LTD leased by Johnson from Willey Ford

used by Johnson shall be disposed of by Johnson in the manner

elected

by

Johnson,

responsibility
said

lease

that

Johnson

shall

the

June,

other

1985,

and

parties

shall

hereto

indemnify

from

any

deficiency payments thereon, or arising therefrom.
14.

to

It

is

negotiate

Industrial

agreements

Supply,
and

the

Eagle

Mills

and

Slaugh

agreements

on

agreements

include

as

security

executed

by
days

hold

liability

or

• .»

or

Player
Clyde

and

Willyard,

Certified

Cottrel, for*the bail out of

assumption of the debts and obligations of

behalf

is hereby authorized to enter into such

of

the

corporation

provided

that

said

provisions that the property owned by Johnson

property owned by Slaugh which is encumbered and pledged

obligation

days

with

PCC,

Mills

the

and

agreed and understood that Slaugh shall attempt

Eagle

and

assume full

for the payments of amounts owed to Willey Ford on

after

harmless

provided

for
for

debts
debts

of
of

the
the

corporation
corporation

be
and

released
that

from

properly

deeds of reconveyance be provided within forty-five (45)

to the parties hereto.
Johnson
after

be

voided

by

Johnson

If the release of the property owned

and Slaugh cannot be completed within forty-five (45)
execution

of this agreement, then this agreement may

by the parties and the 100 shares of stock signed over
may

be

returned

to

Johnson

upon repayment to the

corporation of the $3,750.00 paid therefore.
15.

It

assumption
Exhibit
and

"A"

by

is

mutually

agreed

and * Understood

that

the

Slaugh and Johnson of the obligations set forth on
attached

hereto

is enforceable only by Eagle Mills

is not made for the benefit of any of the creditors listed on

Exhibit "A".

16.

This

agreement

shall

be

binding

upon

the

heirs,

ccessors, and assigns of the parties hereto*
17.

In

the

fails

to

perform

rty

event any party hereto breaches this agreement
any of the terms or provisions hereof, the

or parties not in breach or default may recover their costs

d attorney fees incurred in enforcing this agreement.

I

18.

This agreement is made in Uintah County, Utah and shall
• *•»

interpreted
nue

pursuant

to

the

» .

laws of the State of Utah, and

in any action to enforce said agreement shall lie in Uintah

unty, Utah.

This agreement executed this

/|

day of June, 1985.

JOHNSO

Pamela S.
ATE OF UTAH

Johiyson

>.

UNTY OF UINTAH

) S3
)

On the
\\
day of June, 1985,
rray T Johnson and Pamela S. Jo
strument, vho duly adknowledged
me. ^ ~~ "-* '" \

c oOipjnission
i i m i s s i o n eex^4rres:

f~/7 ->5
i

d b e f o r e me
t h e above
c u t e d the

Notary
Residing at Vernal, Utah

SLAUGH

)eanha Slaugh

STATE OF UTAH
) ss.
COUNTY OF UINTAH

)

On the (( day of June, 1985, personally appeared before me
James
Slaugh, and Deanna Slaugh, Ufle signer of the above
instrument, who duly adknowledged ^o/me that they executed the
same.. **-

My commission empires:

Nofca^/ P u b l i c ^ / ? *
Residing at Vernal, Utah

j-rj-fr**..
LLS CORPORATION

Attesti

/W^^Q
Slaugh

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF UINTAH
day of June, 1985, personally appeared before
On the
lL
me James Slaugh who being by me duly sworn did say that he is the
president and chairman of the board of directors of Eagle Mills,
Inc., and that said instrument was signed
in behalf of said
corporation
by authority of its bylaws (or resolution of its
board of directors, as the case may/t?e), and said James Slaugh
acknowledged to me that said corpora ti#n/executed^rfi«/saine.

My commission
commission e>pir e s :

i

Residing a t ' t e r n a l ,

Utah

78-3-5

JUDICIAL CODE

other writs necessary to carry into effect their orders, judgments and decrees, and
to give them a general control over inferior courts and tribunals within their
respective jurisdictions. Under the general supervision of the chief judge of the
judicial council and subject to policies established by the judicial council, cases filed
IE *M district court, which are also within concurrent jurisdiction of the circuit
court, may be transferred to the circuit court by the presiding judge of the district
court in multiple judge districts, or the district court judge in single judge districts.
The transfer of these cases may be made upon the court's own motion or upon
the motion of either party for adjudication. When an order is made transferring
§ case, the court must transmit the pleadings and papers to the circuit court to
which the case is transferred. The circuit court shall have the same jurisdiction
§§ if the case had been originally commenced in the circuit court and any appeals
from final judgments shall run to the district court as provided for in section
78-4-11 unless the Supreme Court by writ of certiorari shall order the appeal heard
by the Supreme Court
History: L. 1951, ch. 58, §1; C. 1943, Cross-References.
Supp., 104-3-4; L. 1983, ch. 75, § 2.
Health care facilities, Pro-competitive Certificate of Need Act, 26-22-19.
78-3-5. Appeals from inferior courts. Appeals shall lie from the final judgments of justices of the peace in civil and criminal cases to the district courts,
on both questions of law and fact, with such limitations and restrictions as are
or may be provided by law; and the decisions of the district courts on these appeals
shall be final, except in cases involving a constitutional issue . Appeals shall also
lie to the district courts from the final judgments of the circuit courts, and from
the final judgments of the juvenile courts, except where a direct appeal to the
Supreme Court is expressly provided for. The decisions of the district court on
appeals from circuit courts shall be final except in cases involving a constitutional
issue.
minor changes in phraseology, punctuation
and style.

History: L. 1951, ch. 58, §1; C. 1943,
Supp., 104-3-5; L. 1977, ch. 77, § 56; 1981, ch.
90, §5.

Constitutional restrictions controlling.
In providing for appeals from the district
court of cases that originated in justice
court, the more narrowly drawn restrictions
of the state Constitution, Art. VIII, §9,
which permit appeals in cases "involving the
validity or constitutionality of a statute" are
controlling over the broader language of this
section permitting appeals in cases "involving a constitutional issue." State v. Munger
(1982) 642 P 2d 721.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1977 amendment substituted "a constitutional issue of substance" in the first sentence for "the validity or constitutionality of
a statute"; substituted "circuit courts" for
"city courts" in the first sentence; and added
the last sentence.
The 1981 amendment deleted "of substance" after "constitutional issue" at the
end of the first and last sentences; and made

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
Amendment of criminal complaint.
Criminal complaint could not be amended

in the district court on appeal from final
decision of city court. State v. Mansfield
(1978) 576 P 2d 1276.

78-3-14. Ex parte applications from another district.
Failure to meet requirements.
Where out-of-district judge, in response to
an ex parte application, signed order
restraining school board's meeting, action of

board in meeting and action of board's counsel in advising them to meet did not constitute contempt, since there was no written
request from the judge of the district, there

4
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H. B. No. 100
Passed 2-26-86, Approved 3-17-86
Effective 4-28-86
Laws of Utah 1986, Chapter 47

Judicial Article Implementation
By James R. Moss, Ted D. Lewis, G. LaMont
Richards, Gail F. McKeachnie, Olcne S. Walker,
Nolan E. Karras, P. Lloyd Sellencit, Robert B.
Sykes, Scott W. Holt, Beverly J. White, Kevin C.
Cromar
An Act relating to the judiciary; implementing
article XIII of the Utah constitution, known
as the Judicial article, which was passed in
the 19S4 general session and approved by
the voters; providing a technical effective
date; and providing a severability clause.
THIS ACT AFFECTS SECTIONS OF UTAH
CODE ANNOTATED 1953 AS FOLLOWS:
AMENDS:
20-1-7.2, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
77, LAWS OF UTAH 1977
20-1-7.3, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 39,
LAWS OF UTAH 1982
20-1-7.6, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 39,
LAWS OF UTAH 1982
20-1-9, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
68, LAWS OF UTAH 1984
20-3-4, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
78, LAWS OF UTAH 1977
20-3-19, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
78, LAWS OF UTAH 1977
26-11-17, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 126,
LAWS OF UTAH 1981
26-13-17, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 126,
LAWS OF UTAH 1981
31-4-15, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
31A-2-306, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 242,
LAWS OF UTAH 1985
32A-1-20, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 175,
LAWS OF UTAH 1985
34-20-10, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 85,
LAWS OF UTAH 1969
34-35-8, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 85,
LAWS OF UTAH 1969
35-1-36, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
35-1-83, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
156, LAWS OF UTAH 1977
35-2-37, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
69, LAWS OF UTAH 1965
35-4-10, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
320, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
35-9-11, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
161, LAWS OF UTAH 1985
40-6-12, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
94, LAWS OF UTAH 1985
40-8-9, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
94, LAWS OF UTAH 1985 ••* - - - 40-10-14, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 145,
LAWS OF UTAH 1979
40-10-30, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 94,
LAWS OF UTAH 1985
49-7a-7, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER

76
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220, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
49-7a-9, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
77, LAWS OF UTAH 1977
49-7a-ll, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 113,
LAWS OF UTAH 1971
49-7a-23, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
220, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
49-7a-39, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 113,
LAWS OF UTAH 1971
61-1-23, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
284, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
63-56-58, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 75,
LAWS OF UTAH 1980
65-1-9, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
163, LAWS OF UTAH 1963
67-8-2, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 267,
LAWS OF UTAH 1981
67-8-5, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTERS
21 AND 47, LAWS OF UTAH 1985
i*
73-3-14, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
77-5-6, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 15,
J
LAWS OF UTAH 1980
77-35-29, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 14,
LAWS OF UTAH 1980
78-1-1, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
77, LAWS OF UTAH 1977
78-2-1, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
247, LAWS OF UTAH 1969
78-2-6. UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-3-3, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 75,
LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3-4, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
75, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3-19, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
156, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3-20, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
156, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3-21, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
156, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3-22, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
156, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3-24, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
156, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3-25, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
156, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3-27, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 202,
LAWS OF UTAH 1973
78-3-29, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 75,
LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3a-3, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 165,
LAWS OF UTAH 1965
78-3a-5, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
83, LAWS OF UTAH 1985
78-3a-8, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 39,
LAWS OF UTAH 1982
78-3a-10, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
156, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3a-ll, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER ;
156, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3a-12, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER ^
83, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
. ., J
78-3a-51, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 165, . $ ,
LAWS OF UTAH 1965
. / ,'. -"*„
...
171-4-10, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
^
76, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
•
— '
78-4-11, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
76, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
^ Vv
78-4-16, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
90, LAWS OF UTAH 1981
^
*
78-4-28, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
21, LAWS OF UTAH 1985 <
.. . . ;
78-5-14, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953

Code«C<.
pr»»«. U r - ^

78-6-8, A
180, L>
78-6-10, t.
78-7-27, A
157, L*
78-7-29, A
157, LA
ENACTS
78-1-3, U
78-2a-l,l
78-2a-2,1
78-2a-3, l
78-2a-4,'
78-2a-5,
78-4-7.5,
78-5-0.5,
REPEA1
20-1-7.1

LAW!
20-1-7.7
26 Ar
78-2-2.
78-2-4,
78-4-13.
LAW
78-4-27
76, L
78-7-2,
77,1
REPE.
20-1-7.
77,1
20-1-7
77,
78-2-3
78-2-7
78-2-8
78-2-9
78-2-1
207
78-3-i
90,
78-3-:
LA
78-3a

83
78-3*
U
78-4
LJ

78-6
9C
Bel
Sect
S

as <
rer>
20\
go}
aj
|OJ

hash;

1986

Code >C
0
from.

UTAH 1983
AMENDED BY CHAPTER
JTAH 1977
CTED BY CHAPTER 113,
,H 1971
T AMENDED BY CHAPTER
UTAH 1983
CTED BY CHAPTER 113,
H 1971
AMENDED BY CHAPTER
UTAH 1983
CTED BY CHAPTER 75,
H 1980
AMENDED BY CHAPTER
UTAH 1963
ED BY CHAPTER 267,
H 1981
M E N D E D BY CHAPTERS
VS OF UTAH 1985
>DE ANNOTATED 1953
ED BY CHAPTER 15,
1 1980
rTED BY CHAPTER 14,
i 1980
MENDED BY CHAPTER
TAH 1977
MENDED BY CHAPTER
ITAH 1969
)E ANNOTATED 1953
ED BY CHAPTER 75,
I 1983
MENDED BY CHAPTER
TAH 1983
AMENDED BY CHAPTER
TAH 1983
M E N D E D BY CHAPTER
TAH 1983
M E N D E D BY CHAPTER
TAH 1983
MENDED BY CHAPTER
TAH 1983
.MENDED BY CHAPTER
TAH 1983
.MENDED BY CHAPTER
TAH 1983
ED BY CHAPTER 202,
1973
ED BY CHAPTER 75,
1983
ED BY CHAPTER 165,
1965
MENDED BY CHAPTER
AH 1985
BD BY CHAPTER 39,
1982
M E N D E D BY CHAPTER
AH 1983
M E N D E D BY CHAPTER
AH 1983
MENDED BY CHAPTER
VH 1983
E D BY CHAPTER 165,
1965
TENDED BY CHAPTER
iH 1983
4ENDED BY CHAPTER
iH 1983
4ENDED BY CHAPTER
LH1981
4ENDED BY CHAPTER
.H 1985
S ANNOTATED 1953
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78-6-8, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
180, LAWS OF UTAH 1961
7 g-6-l0, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-7-27, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
157, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-7-29, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
157, LAWS OF UTAH 1983

%

zM

fl
•> 3

ENACTS:
78-1-3, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-2a-l, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-2a-2, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-2a-3, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-2a-4, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-2a-5, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-4-7.5, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-5-0.5, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
REPEALS AND REENACTS:
20-1-7.1, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 39,
LAWS OF UTAH 1982
20-1-7.7, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTERS
26 AND 68, LAWS OF UTAH 1984
78-2-2, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-2-4, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-4-13, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 77,
LAWS OF UTAH 1977
78-4-27, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
76, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-7-2, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
77, LAWS OF UTAH 1977
REPEALS:
20-1-7.4, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
77, LAWS OF UTAH 1977
20-1-7.8, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
77, LAWS OF UTAH 1977
78-2-3, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-2-7, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-2-8, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-2-9, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953
78-2-10, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
207, LAWS OF UTAH 1971
78-3-5, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
90, LAWS OF UTAH 1981
78-3-28, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 77,
LAWS OF UTAH 1977
78-3a-7, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
83, LAWS OF UTAH 1983
78-3a-9. AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 159,
LAWS OF UTAH 1969
78-4-14, AS ENACTED BY CHAPTER 77,
LAWS OF UTAH 1977
78-6-11, AS LAST AMENDED BY CHAPTER
90, LAWS OF UTAH 1981
Be it enacted by tbe Legislature of ike stnte of UtMb:
Section 1. Section Repealed and Reenacted.
Section 20-1-7.1, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 39, Laws of Utah 1982, is
repealed and reenacted to read:
20-1-7.1. Filling a judicial vacancy.
When a vacancy occurs in a court of record, the
governor shall fill the vacancy by appointment from
a list of at least three nominees certified to the
governor by the judicial nominating commission
having authority over the vacancy. The governor
shall fill the vacancy within 30 days after receiving
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the list of nominees. If the governor fails to fill the
vacancy within the time prescribed, the chief justice
of the Supreme Court shall within 20 days make the
appointment from the list of nominees. The Senate
shall consider and decide on each judicial appointment within 30 days of the date of appointment. If
necessary the Senate shall convene itself in extraordinary session to consider a judicial appointment.
The appointment is effective upon approval of a
majority of all members of the Senate. If the
Senate fails to approve the appointment, the office
is considered vacant and a new nominating process
shall commence. Selection of judges shall be based
solely upon consideration of fitness for office
without regard to any partisan political considerations.
Section 2. Section Amended.
Section 20-1-7.2, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 77, Laws of Utah 1977,
is amended to read:
20-1-7.2. Judicial nominating commissions
created - Appellate nominating commission District court nominating commissions - Juvenile
court nominating commissions - Circuit court
nominating commissions - Duties.
(4) Judicial nominating commissions are created
as follows:
(0) a Supreme Court (1) an appellate court nominating commission, whose duty shall be is the
nomination of justices of the Supreme Court and
judges of the Court of Appeals;
(b) (2) a district court nominating commission for
each judicial district, whose duty shall be is the
nomination of judges of the district court in each
such judicial district;
(3) a juvenile court nominating commission for
each juvenile court district, whose duty is the nomination of judges of the juvenile court in each juvenile court district; and
(e) (4) a circuit court nominating commission for
each judicial circuit, whose duty shall—be is the
nomination of judges of the circuit court in each
sueh judicial circuit.
Section 3. Section Amended.
Section 20-1-7.3, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 39, Laws of Utah 1982, is
amended to read:
20-1-7.3. Membership of judicial nominating
commission • Qualifications - Appointment Appointing authorities - Vacancies • Terms of
office.
(1) (a) Each judicial nominating commission for
the Supreme Court and district courts shall have
seven members; the chief justice of the Supreme
Court, four commissioners chosen by the governort
and two commissioners chosen by the Utah State
Bar Association. The chief justice of the Supreme
Court or the associate chief justice of the Supreme
Court shall serve as chairperson for the Appellate
Court Nominating Commission. The chief Justice
of the Supreme Court or a justice of the Supreme
Court
Courj designated by the chief justice shall serve as
chairperson of all other judicial nominating commchairi
issions. Each judicial nominating commission shall
also have four commissioners chosen by the governor and two commissioners chosen by the Utah
State Bar Association. The state court administrator shall serve as secretary to each Judicial nominating commission. All commissioners, including the
chairperson, are voting members of the commission.
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Commissioners shall be citizens of the United States
and residents of Utah, Commissioners Except for
the chairperson, commissioners appointed to the
district court nominating commissions for courts
with geographic divisions shall be residents of the
judicial district geographic division to be served by
the commission to which they are appointed. Not
more than two commissioners appointed by the
governor to each judicial nominating commission
shaU ma£ be of the same political party, and none
of the commissioners appointed by the governor
shall may be members of the Utah State Bar Association. The two commissioners chosen by the Utah
State Bar Association shall be of different political
parties. No member of the Legislature may serve as
a member of, nor may the Legislature appoint
members to, any judicial nominating commission.
(b) If any appointing authority fails' to exercise its
power to appoint the commissioners authorized by
this aet section, the commissioners who have been
appointed, including the chief justice Supreme Court
justice who is a member of the commission, shaU
have the authority to may act as a commission
under all provisions of this act.
(2) The terms of office of the Except for the
Supreme Court member of the commission, all
commissioners first appointed shall expire on Moreh
I, 1971, and their successors shall be appointed for
terms of four years each and may not succeed themselves in office. All commissioners shall serve
until their successors have been duly appointed and
qualified. Commissioners may not succeed themselves in office. Vacancies in the office of the commissioners shall be filled by the body who chose the
commissioner whose office if is vacated.
The
person who is appointed to fill a vacancy in the
office of commissioner other than a vacancy caused
by expiration of the term shall be of the same political party and shall serve for the unexpired term of
his predecessor in office.
(3) Circuit court nominating commissions shall
consist of: The presiding judge or judge of the dis
trkt court, the chairman or his designee of the
county commission of each county in the circuit, the
mayor or his designee of each county seat in the
circuit, the moyor or his designee of eoch city with a
population of 10,000 or more as of the latest official
United States census in the circuit unless the city is
the county seat, and two attorneys appointed by the
Utah Stote Bar Association.—Commissioners of the
circuit court nominating commission shall be resid
ents of the circuit to be served by the commission to
which they arc appointed except that the presiding
district judge shall be a resident of the judicial distnefc—The two commissioners chosen by the Utah
State Bar Association shall be of different political
parties?—All commissioners shall be appointed for
terms of four years each commencing on the date of
their appointment, which shall be within 30 days of
the effective date of this act.—All commissioners
shall serve until their successors have been duly
appointed and qualified.
Section 4. Section Amended.
Section 20-1-7.6, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 39, Laws of Utah 1982, is
amended to read:
20-1-7.6. When judicial nominating commissions
convene • Notice - Certification to governor of
nominees - Meetings to investigate prospective
candidates - Appointment by governor or chief
justice • Term of appointee.

_
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(1) (a) If a vacancy occurs or is about to occur in "
the office of a justice of the Supreme Court, a judge

^filing fee of %i
accordance with th

the chief-justice or the pfes44mg-4istrict-60urt judge
fof-a-ekcuit court vacancy shall, as soon as practicable, convene or judge of any court of record, the .
chairperson of the appropriate judicial nominating
commission for the office to be filled shall convene
the commission as soon as practicable. A majority
of all commissioners is required to form a quorum .
of the commission. Not later than 45 days after .
such notification convening, such the commission,
shall certify to the governor a list of three persons,
having the qualifications required by law to fill such
the office, who are willing to serve, and who possess
*ffl
the ability, temperament, training, and experience
which fits them for such the office as determined by
at least a majority of the members of the commission.
(b) (2) Any nominating commission may meet
from time to time and make or cause to be made
such an investigation of prospective candidates as
the commission may deem considers advisable. No
member of a judicial nominating commission shaU
may be named on a list certified by such the commission during his term of office and within six
months after he vacates such the office or his term
expires.
(2) The governor shall forthwith appoint one of
the three persons named on the list of nominees to
fill such office.—If the appropriate judicial nominating commission has failed to certify such a list to
the governor before the expiration of the 45-day ,j
period provided in subsection (1) (a) of this sectionj f
the governor may appoint any person who has the"
qualifications for such office required by law, except
a membef of such commission.
(3) In the event-the governor fails to appoint one
of the three persons named on the list, within 30
days after he has received the list, the chief justice
of the Supreme Court shall forthwith appoint one of ;
the persons named on the list to fill such office.
(4) Subject to the appointee being approved by
the senate and being retained in the office by the ..
voters as provided in section 20-1-7.7, the person
appointed pursuant to this section shall serve for the
unexpired term of his predecessor in office or shall
serve for the full term of office provided by law in .
case the appointment is to fill a vacancy in the
office of a justice or judge whose term has expired
or is to fill a vacancy created by the establishment
of a new judiciol office.

tl

Section 5. Section Repealed and Reenacted.
Section 20-1-7.7, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapters 26 and 68, Laws of
Utah 1984, is repealed and reenacted to read:
20-1-7.7. Judicial appointees - Retention
elections.
(1) Each pripotmee to a court of record is subject
to an unopposed retention election at the first*
general election held more than three years after
appointment. Following initial voter approval, each i
Supreme Court justice every tenth year, and each *
judge of other courts of record every sixth year, is
subject to an unopposed retention election at the]
corresponding general election.
(2) Any appointee to the office of justice of the j
Supreme Court or judge of any other court o f •
record or any incumbent retained in those officesshall, if the justice or judge desires to retain the
office, file a declaration of candidacy with and pay
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a filing fee of $50 to the lieutenant governor in
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form similar to Section 20-3-17, but
any reference to party affiliation and only
forthe general election, the lieutenant governor
$fraM certify the names of the justices of the
gugreme Court and judges of the Court of Appeals
(tecjaring their candidacy to the county clerk of each
rqunty of the state and shall certify the names of
judges of other courts of record declaring their
cajididacy to the county clerk of each county in the
geographic division in which the declaring judge
ftqjds office. The county clerks to whom the certificates are sent by the lieutenant governor shall
nlaci the names on the ballot to be used at the
general election under a separate heading, without
giwpolitical or partisan designation.
^ At the general election the ballots shall
contain, as to each justice or judge of any court of
record to be voted on in the county, the following
question: Shall (name of justice or judge) be retained in the office of (name of office, such as
* Justice of the Supreme Court of Utah/ * Judge of
tjjTCourt of Appeals of Utah/ * Judge of the Pismct_Court of the Third Judicial District/ 'Judge of
tjtt Juvenile Court of the Fourth Juvenile Court
District/ or "Judge of the Circuit Court of the
Fifth Circuit')? YesQ No().
{5) (a) If there are more "yes" than *no* answers
to the question on the ballot as to the justice or
judge, the justice or judge is retained for the term
of office provided by law.
{b) If there are not more "yes" than "no* answers
to the question on the ballot as to the justice or
judge, the justice or judge is not retained, a vacancy
occurs in the office as of the first Monday in
January following the general election, and the
vacancy shall be filled as provided in Sections 20-1
7.1 and 20-1-7.6.
(c) Any justice or judge not retained is not eligible
for appointment to the office for which the justice
or judge was defeated until after the expiration of
that term of office.
Section 6. Section Amended.
Section 20-1-9, Utah Code Annotated 1953, a$
last amended by Chapter 68, Laws of Utah 1984, is
amended to read:
20-1-9. Tie votes.
In ease any If two or more persons have an equal
and the highest number of votes for governor, lieutenant governor, attorney general, state auditor,
state treasurer, or presidential elector, justice of the
supreme court, judge of a district court, judge of a
circuit court, or district attorney, the lieutenant
governor must shall transmit to the governor a certified statement showing the vote cast for such those
persons: and thereupon the. The tie shall be
decided by lot in the presence of the governor and
the lieutenant governor at a time fixed by the governor. In case any If two or more persons have an
equal and the highest number of votes for a member
of a board of county commissioners, the tie shall be
decided by lot in the presence of the county clerk at
I day designated by him. In case any If two or
more persons have an equal and the highest number
of votes for any precinct or county office, except
county commissioner, the tie shall be decided by lot
in the presence of the board of county commissioners at a day designated by it.
0mjtting

Section 7. Section Amended.
Section 20-3-4, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as
last amended by Chapter 78, Laws of Utah 1977, is
amended to read:
20-3-4. Nomination of candidates by political
parties - Exceptions.
Political parties shall select or nominate their
respective candidates, (except justices of the
Supreme Court, judges of the district courts, judges
of the circuit courts, and county justices of the
peace or judges of courts of record or not of record,
presidential electors, and party officers) for the
various national, state, district, county, judicial, and
precinct offices by a primary convention and a
primary election hetein as provided, and no candidate's name shaM may be printed upon the official
ballot for any general or special election at which all
or any of the national, state, district, county, judicial; and precinct officers are to be elected unless
such the candidates shaH have been nominated as
specified in this act.
Section 8. Section Amended.
Section 20-3-19, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 78, Laws of Utah 1977,
is amended to read:
20-3-19. Official primary ballots - Voting.
(1) It shall be the duty of the The county clerk of
each county te shall provide all official printed
ballots to be used at the primaries. Such The official ballots shall be printed on official paper furnished in the manner provided for in general elections.
The names of all candidates who have complied
with this act relating to nominations shall be printed
on the ballot under their party designation if there is
a contest for nomination, or in the case of nonpartisan candidates for the offices of justice of the
Supreme Court, district judge, circuit judge; office
of county justice of the peace, member of the state
board of education, or member of the district
boards of education, under a nonpartisan designation.
(2) The candidates of each party shall all be listed
in one or more columns under their party name and
emblem as provided herein. The names of candidates of all parties shall be printed on the same
ballot, but under their party designation, and every
ballot shall be folded and perforated se-as to separate the candidates of one party from those of the
other parties and se-as to enable the elector to separate the part of said the ballot containing the
names of the party of his choice from the remainder
of the ballot. The side edges of all ballots shall be
perforated so that the outside sections of said the
ballots, when detached, shall be are similar in appearance to inside sections when detached.
(3) After marking his ballot the elector shall
detach the part of the ballot containing the names
of the candidates of the party he has voted from the
remainder of the ballot and shall fold the same it so
that its face shaU-be is concealed, and shall deposit
the sante tt in the ballot box as provided in this act
The remainder of the ballot, containing the names
of the candidates of the party or parties the elector
did not vote, shall be folded in like manner by the
elector who shall thereupon then deposit the same it
in a separate ballot box to be marked and design^
ated as blank ballot box. Immediately after the
canvass, the judges of election shall, without examination, destroy the tickets deposited in the blank
ballot box.
(4) Across the top of the ballot a one-inch per*'
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forated stub shall contain the numerical ballot
numbers and "Judge's Initials
." When printing the absent-voter ballots the words "Absent
Voter Ballot" shall precede the ballot numbers.
Immediately below the perforated stub in 18 point
bold type the wording "Official Primary Ballot for
County, Utah,
, 19__" followed by the
facsimile signature of the county clerk and his title.
Next the party emblem and name of the party shall
be listed. Below the party name there shall be
printed in not smaller than 10 point bold-face
type, doubled-leaded, the following: "Instructions
to Voters* To vote for a candidate place a cross (X)
in the square at the right of the name of the person
for whom you desire to vote and in no other place.
Do not vote for any candidate listed under more
than one party or group designation.
This
"Instructions to Voters" shall be separated from the
lists of candidates and the designation of the several
offices for which nominations are to be made by
one light and one heavy line or rule.
(5) The names of the candidates shall be grouped
according to the office for which they are candidates
and the names in each group shall be placed with
the surnames last and arranged as provided in
Section 20-3-20.
Each group shall be preceded
by the designation of the office for which the candidates seek nomination, and the words, "Vote for
one," or "Vote for two or more," according to the
number to be elected to such the office at the
ensuing general election. Such The designation of
the office for which nominations are to be made
and of the number of candidates to be nominated
shall be printed in heavy-faced type, not smaller
than eight point. The word or words designating
the office shall be printed flush with the left-hand
margin, and the words, "Vote for one," or "Vote
for two or more," as the case may be, shall extend
to the extreme right of the column. The designations of office and the directions for voting shall be
separated from the names of the candidates by a
light line.
(6) The names of the candidates shall appear on
the ballot in heavy-faced type not smaller than ten
point, between lines or rules, 3/8 of an inch apart.
To the right of the names of the candidates shall be
printed a square with sides not less than 1/4 inch
long.
(7) Each group of names of candidates shall be
separated from the succeeding group by one light
and one heavy line or rule.
(8) The nonpartisan candidates shall be listed the
same on each party ticket in the following manner:
immediately below the listing of the party candida t e s , if a n y , t h e r e s h a l l be p r i n t e d
"NONPARTISAN* in reverse type in an 18 point
solid rule which is the full width of the type copy of
the party listing above. Beneath this the listing of
the office, the number of candidates to vote for, the
candidate's name, voting square, ete? and any other
information shall follow in the same style and
manner as for party candidates.
Section 9. Section Amended.
Section 26-11-17, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 126, Laws of Utah 1981, is
amended to read:
26-11-17. Judicial review of committee
determination - Appeal.
(1) Judicial review of a final determination of the
committee may be secured by any person adversely
affected thereby by filing a petition in the district
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court within 30 days after the date of the committee's final orden, provided? the petitioner appeared
at the committee hearing or was not served with
notice of the hearing, if notice is required by this
chapter.
The petition shall be served upon a
member of the committee and shall state the
grounds upon which review is sought. The committee shall certify and file with the court all documents and papers and a transcript of all testimony
taken in the matter, together with its written findings of fact and shall file an answer to the petition.
The court shall review both the law and the facts
and may affirm, reverse, or modify the decision of
the committee and may, in the discretion of the
court, receive additional evidence.
(2) An appeal may be taken to the supreme court
as provided by law from the decision of the district
court as provided in the rules of civil procedure.
Section 10. Section Amended..
Section 26-13-17, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 126, Laws of Utah 1981, is
amended to read:
26-13-17. Judicial review of orders or
determination - Procedure.
"
(1) Except as specifically provided in this section
and in Subsection 26-13-15 (5), all final orders or
determinations of the committee or the executive
secretary are subject to judicial review in the
supreme Court of Appeals. A person adversely
affected by a final order or determination may file a
petition in the supreme Court of Appeals after the
final order or determination but not more than 30
days after the date of any final enforcement order
or determination specifically requiring affirmative
action on the part of a person who made an appearance at the hearing as to which the final order or
determination was made or was not served with
notice of such the hearing, if notice was required by.
the provisions of this chapter. The petition shall be
served upon the executive secretary and shall state
the grounds upon which review is sought.
(2) All final orders and determinations made by
the committee relating to the adoption of standards
for quality of ambient air or the establishment ojt
emission control requirements together with oth
orders and determinations based * thereon wh<
challenged in the same petition for review, a
subject to judicial review in a state district court
Such The review may be secured by any person6
adversely affected, by such person filing a petition
in the district court at any time after 5»eh the final
order or determination but not later than 30 day**
after the date of any final enforcement order
determination which specifically requires affirmative
action on the part of sueh the affected person if tl "*
pefsen he made an appearance at the hearing he]
before the committee as to which trie final order i
determination was made or was not served.wii
notice brsueh the hearing, if notice was re$uiriSd
the provisions of this chapter. The;jfctitioh shatf
served upon the executive secretar/ and AaO su1
the grounds upon which review is sought. The
trict court shall review the law and may afTirt
reverse, or modify the order or determination i s
which judicial review was sought. All final br<
and determinations of the committee shaU-bt
final if supported by competent evidenced X fui
right of judicial review exists to the supreme
Court of Appeals.
,;" */..*.-".„ ^v., "*. .
(3) Within 20 days the executive ^secretary
furnish and certify to the appropriate court
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proceedings and the transcript of evidence taken in
the case. As to matters appealable directly to the
sap***1** Court of Appeals, those matters shall be
determined upon the record of the committee as
certified.
(4) As to matters directly appealable to the
supfeme Court of Appeals, upon review the court
may affirm, modify, or set aside the final order, but
only if the committee or the executive secretary
acted without or in excess of its powers, or the findings of fact and conclusions of the committee are
not supported by substantial evidence.
(5) The committee and every party to the action
or proceeding before the committee shaU have the
right to appear in the review proceeding.
(6) A further right of judicial review exists to the
supreme court.
Section 11. Section Amended*
Section 31-4-15, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
amended to read:
314-15 (Repealed 07/01/86). Appeals from
district court.
An appeal may be taken to the Supreme Court of
to state as in civil actions as provided by law from
the judgment of the district court in determining any
appeal from an order of the commissioner. Sueh
the Supreme Court and be heard at the earliest
convenient date.
Section 12. Section Amended.
Section 31A-2-306, Utah Code Annotated
1953, as enacted by Chapter 242, Laws of Utah
1985, is amended to read:
31A-2-306 (Effective 07/01/86). Judicial
review.
(1) A person aggrieved by a rule or order of the
commissioner or aggrieved by the commissioner's
failure to act when he has a duty to act, is entitled
to judicial review. If the commissioner has issued
an order without a hearing, the aggrieved person
fmttt shall first demand a hearing under Subsection
31A-2-301 (3). It is not necessary to request a
* rehearing under Subsection 31A-2-301 (4) to have
standing to seek judicial review.
.. (2) Within 30 days after the effective date of a
rule or order of the commissioner or within 120
days after the commissioner has failed to act upon a
request or application on which he has a duty to
act, or in either case later for good cause shown, the
person aggrieved may file with the clerk of the
Third Judicial District Court for Salt Lake County'a
petition for judicial review of the rule, order, or
failure to act. The petition shall contain a copy of
the order or rule to be reviewed and a statement of
the error in the order, rule, or failure to act.
' (3) The petitioner shall promptly serve a copy of
,thc petition, certified by the clerk of the court, on
«the commissioner.
-i (4) The court shall give priority to the petition
J; h and shaH hear and determine it promptly.
y C \ (5) The court shall promptly issue to the commit s Viioner an order, based on the petition, to certify
•_tfie record of the hearing. Either the petitioner or
?, the commissioner may request that the record be
^modified to include any additional document or to
[exclude any portion of the record. The petitioner
i and the commissioner may introduce supplementary
[evidence if the court considers it relevant and useful.
(6) After a review of the record as supplemented
f under Subsection (5), the court may affirm or set
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aside the rule or order appealed from with instructions to the commissioner for further action as
provided by law.
(7) To the extent necessary to its decision, the
court reviewing a rule or order of the commissioner,
or the commissioner's failure to act, shall decide all
relevant questions of law, interpret constitutional
and statutory provisions, and determine the meaning
or applicability of the terms of the commissioner's
rule, order, or failure to act. The reviewing court
shall:
(a) compel the commissioner to act if an action
has been unlawfully withheld or unreasonably
delayed;
(b) hold unlawful and set aside the commissioner's order or decision found to be:
(i) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise not in accordance with law;
(ii) contrary to constitutional right, power, privilege, or immunity;
(iii) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority,
or limitations, or short of statutory right;
(iv) without substantial observance of procedure
required by law;
(v) unsupported by substantial evidence on the
record considered as a whole; or
(vi) wholly unwarranted by the facts; and
(c) in making the determinations under Subsections (7) (a) and (7) (b), review the whole record or
those parts of it cited by a party, and examine any
alleged prejudicial error.
(8) Costs shall be awarded as in civil cases. If the
court finds that the appeal from action or inaction
stemmed from the bad faith or malice of the commissioner, the court may award reasonable attorney's fees to the prevailing petitioner. Section 63
30-23 applies to the extent the attorney's fees
awarded under this subsection exceed $10,000 for
any one appeal.
(9) An appeal may be taken from the judgment of
the district court to the Supreme Court of Appeals.
This type of appeal shall be given priority and shall
be heard by the Supreme Court at the earliest convenient date.
Section 13. Section Amended.
Section 32A-1-20, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 175, Laws of Utah 1985, is
amended to read:
32A-1-20. Judicial review - Procedure - Stay .
of commission order.
(1) In a disciplinary proceeding, any party named
in a final order of the commission may petition the
Supreme Court of Appeals to inquire into regarding
the lawfulness of the order. The petition shall be
filed within 30 days of the date of the commission's
order. The petition shall be made'returnable not
later than 30 days after the date of its issuance, and
shati direct the commission to certify its record in
the case to the court at the expense of the party
seeking review. The petition shall be served on the
opposing party. The Utah Rules of Civil Procedure
to petitions of review as applicable dad if
not'irf conflict with this chapter, apply to proceedings instituted in the Supreme Court under this
(2) Review is limited to a determination whether
the commission has regularly pursued its authority,
including whether the order under review violates
any right of the petitioner under the Constitution of
the United States or the statt-ef Utah Constitution.
No new or additional evidence may be introduced m
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but the case shall be heard on
the record of the commission as certified by it. The
findings of the commission on questions of fact are
final and are not subject to review. The questions
of fact include ultimate facts and findings and
conclusions of the commission on reasonableness
and discretion.
(3) Upon hearing, the Supreme Court of Appeals
shall enter judgment affirming or setting aside the
order of the commission.
(4) Except for the Court of Appeals and the
Supreme Court, no court of this state has jurisdiction to review, reverse, correct, or annul any order
of the commission, or to suspend or delay the execution or operation of any action, or to enjoin,
restrain, or interfere with the commission in the
performance of its official duties. The writ of
mandamus lies from the Supreme Court of Appeals
to the commission in all proper cases.
(5) A petition pending in the Supreme Court shall
of Appeals does not of itself stay or suspend the
operation of any order of the commission, although
the Supreme Court of Appeals in its discretion may
enter an order staying or suspending in whole or in
pan the operation of the commission's order during
pendency. The Supreme Court of Appeals shall give
three days' notice of an order staying or suspending
the commission's order, and after hearing, make a
written finding that great or irreparable damage
would otherwise result to the petitioner, specifying
the nature of the damage. The finding shall be
based upon evidence submitted to the court and
identified by reference.
Section 14. Section Amended.
Section 34-20-10, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 85, Laws of Utah 1969, is
amended to read:
34-20-10. Unfair labor practices - Powers of
board to prevent • Procedure - Review.
(1) The board is empowered, as hereinafter provided, to has authority to prevent any person from
engaging in any unfair labor practice, as listed in
Section 34-20-8, affecting intrastate commerce or
the orderly operation of industry. This power shall
k* authority is exclusive and shaU is not be affected
by any other means of adjustment or prevention
that has been or may be established by agreement,
code, \*wk or otherwise.
(2) Whenever When it is charged that any person
has engaged in or is engaged In any sueh unfair
labor practice, the board, or any agent or agency
designated by the board for such purposes, shaU
have has power to issue and cause to be served upon
sue** the person a complaint stating the charges in
that respect and containing a notice of hearing
before the board or a member of it, or before a
designated agent or agency at a place thereta fixed,
not less fewer than fwc days after the serving of the
complaint. Any such A complaint may be amended
by the member, agent, or agency conducting the
hearing or the board in its discretion at any time
prior to the issuance of an order based thereof!'on
it. The person se complained of shall have the right
to may file an answer to the original or amended
complaint and to appear in person or otherwise and
give testimony at the place and time fixed in the
complaint. In the discretion of the member^ agentt
or agency conducting the hearing or the board, any
other person may be allowed to intervene in the said
proceeding and te present testimony. In any sues
proceeding the rules of evidence prevailing in courts
_
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of law or equity shall be controlling control.
(3) The testimony taken by such member, agenj^l
or agency or the board shall be reduced to writing!
and filed with the board. Thereafteri in In its disc-S
retion, the board upon notice may take further tes*i|
timony or hear argument. If upon all the testimony*
takenx the board shall be of the opinion finds that*S|
any person named in the complaint has engaged \%ffl
or is engaging in any such an unfair labor practice^
then the board shall state its findings of fact and*
shall issue and cause to be served on sueh the person!
an order to cease and desist from sue** the unfairf
labor practice and to take §ueh affirmative action,^
including reinstatement of employees with o r |
without back pay, as will to effectuate the policies!
of this act. Sueh The order may fufthef require^
sueh the person to make reports from time to timeij
showing the extent to which it has complied with thej
order. If upon all the testimony taken the board
shall be is of the opinion that no person named i n l
the complaint has engaged in or is engaging in any\
sueh unfair labor practice, then the board shall state |
its findings of fact and shall issue an order dismis- i
sing the complaint.
-m
(4) Until a transcript of the record in a case shall •;
have has been filed in a court, as hereinafter p
ided? the board may at any time, upon reasonable ^
notice and in such manner as it may deem considers '"fi
proper, modify or set aside, in whole or in part, any^Jf
finding or order made or issued by it.
(5) The board shall have has power to petition the J
Supreme Court of Utah Appeals for the enforce-^|
ment of sueh the order and for appropriate tempo-;
rary relief or restraining order and shall certify and;
file in the court a transcript of the entire record in/
the proceeding, including the pleadings and testimony upon which swh the order was entered and'l
the findings and order of the board. Upon seen !j
filing, the court shall cause notice thereof to be
served upon sueh the person, and thereupon shall"
have. The court then has jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the question to be determined therein
and shall have power to. The court may grant swh ^
temporary relief or a restraining order as it deems"
considers just2 and proper and te make and enter
upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set
forth in saeh the transcript a decree enforcing, .$
modifying, and enforcing as so modified, or setting %
aside in whole or in part1 the order of the board."!
No objection that has not been urged before the^f
board, its member, agentI or agency, shall may be '
considered by the court, unless the failure or neglect l |
to urge stteh the objection shag-fee is excused *
because of extraordinary circumstances. "The findings of the board as to the facts, if supported by
evidence, shaH-fee are conclusive. It either party
shall apply applies to the court for leave to adduce ^
additional evidence and shall show shows to the.
satisfaction of the court that sueh the additional'
evidence is material and that there were reasonable:
grounds for the failure to adduce sue* the evidence*
in the hearini before the board, its memSer, ageri^ *
or agency, the tourt may order swfc additional evi- J
dence to be taken before the board, \u member,';
agentx or agency, and to be made part of the transcript. The board may modify its findings as to the) 1
facts, or make new findings, by reason of additional /
evidence so taken and filed, and it shall file sveh t h e . ,
modified or new findings, which, if supported "5y^1
evidence, shaH-be are conclusive, and shall file U r
recommendations, iFany, for the modification or"
setting aside of its original order. The Jurisdiction
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Supreme Court—shall be exclusive and its court shaH-operate operates as a stay of enforcement
^gfoent and decree shall~be~ffflal7
of the order of the commission until or unless the
(6) Any person aggrieved by a final order, the district court shall dismiss such dismisses the petij>oard granting or denying in whole or in part the tion or emef enters a judgment upon a trial de novo
relief sought, may obtain a review of such the order in the district court.
In the Sttpfeme Court of Utah Appeals by filing in
(5) Sueh The petition for a trial de novo shall
jtjeft i!^i c o u r t a w " l l e n petition praying that the
specify the date of the order and the parties to the
order of the board be modified or set aside. A copy proceeding before the commission. Within 15 days
of $**eh the petition shall be forthwith served upon after filing such the petition the commission shall
the board, and the aggrieved party shall file in the file in the district court where such the petition has
court a transcript of the entire record in the proce- been filed the entire case file before the commission
eding! certified by the board, including the pleading containing the formal complaint, the answer and all
^d testimony upon which the order complained of other documents and exhibits, together with a transcript of the hearing before the commission if any
was entered and the findings and order of the
board. Upon such the filing, the court shall proceed of the parties so require. The district court upon
in the same manner as in the case of an application motion of any party to the proceeding in the district
jjy the board under Subsection (5) of this section court shall have the authority to may order the
aud shatt-have has the same exclusive jurisdiction appearance of new parties and to require any of the
authority to grant to the board sueh temporary parties to file new pleadings or allow any amendrelief or a restraining order as it deems considers ment to pleadings, or to expedite discovery proceejust and proper, and in like manner to make and dings.
enter a decree enforcing, modifying and enforcing as
(6) Upon the conclusion of a trial de novo in the
so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part the district court or other proceedings which appropriorder of the board; and the. The findings of the ately dispose of all issues of fact and of law, the
board as to the facts, if supported by evidence, shall district court shall enter findings of fact, conclusions
jfr4&e-fflafl«er-be are conclusive.
of law, and judgment and decree, which shall be are
(7) The commencement of proceedings under subject to enforcement upon the application of the
Subsections (5) or (6) of this section shall does not, commission or any party to the judgment. The
unless specifically ordered by the court, operate as a parties may waive findings of fact and conclusions
stay of the board's order.
of law. The judgment entered in the district court
($}-Petitions filed under this act shall be heard shall supersede supersedes any order made by the
expeditiously, and if possible within ten days after commission.
(7) The jurisdiction judgment and order of the
court shall be exclusive, and its judgment and ordef
Section 15. Section Amended.
Section 34-35-8, Utah Code Annotated 1953, shall be are final, subject to review by the Supreme
as enacted by Chapter 85, Laws of Utah 1969, is Court as provided by law.
(8) The commission's copy of the testimony shall
amended to read:
be available to all parties for examination at reaso34-35-8. Judicial review - Procedure.
nable times, without cost, and for the purpose of
(1) Any complainant, or respondent claiming to judicial review of the commission's orders.
be aggrieved by a final order of the commission,
(9) The commission may appear in court by its
including a refusal to issue an order, may obtain own attorney.
judicial review thereof and the commission may
(10) Proceedings in the district court shall be
obtain an order of court for its enforcement in a expedited at all stages to final judgment as far as
proceeding as provided in this section.
consistent with justice to all interested parties.
(2) Stteh The proceeding shall be brought in the
(11) if no proceeding to obtain judicial review is
district court of the district in which is located the instituted by a complainant or respondent within
county in which the alleged discriminatory or unfair one month from the service of an order of the
employment practice which is the subject of the commission pursuant to Section 34-35-7, the
commission's order was committed, or in which any commission may obtain a decree of the court for the
respondent required in the order to cease or desist enforcement of sueh the order upon showing that
from a discriminatory or unfair employment prac- respondent is subject to the jurisdiction of the
tice, or to take other affirmative action, resides or commission and resides or transacts business within
transacts business.
the county in which the petition for enforcement is
(3) Suoh The judicial review sought by the person brought.
or persons claiming to be aggrieved by a final order
(12) The provisions of the Utah Rules of Civil
of the commission shall be initiated by filing in the Procedure, so far as applicable? and not in conflict
district court not later than one month after actual with this chapter, apply to proceedings in the courts
service of a copy of the order of the commission on under the provisions of this chapter.
men the aggrieved party or parties, a petition for a
trial de novo in the district court. Within five days Section 16. Section Amended.
Section 35-1-36, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
after the filing of such the petition in the district
amended
tcj read:
court, the petitioner shall cause to be served upon
the commission and upon ail persons who appeared 35-1-36. Actions to set aside orders - Exclusive
is adverse parties at any hearing or proceeding
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, district courts,
before the commission a copy of such the petition
and the Court of Appeals.
for trial dc novo in the district court. In the event
No court, except the district court. Court of
If the addresses of all adverse parties cannot be Appeals, and the Supreme Court shall have, has
iscertained by the petition, the petitioner shall serve jurisdiction to review, vacate, set aside, reverse,
copies upon sueh those parties in care of the com- revise, correct, amend1 or annul any order of the
fiission.
commission requiring protection of life, health,
(4) The filing of sueh the petition in the district safetyz or welfare of employees in any employment
_ _
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or places of employment, or to suspend or delay the
execution or operation thereof, or to enjoin, restrain or interfere with the commission in the performance of its official duties.
Section 17. Section Amended.
Section 35-1-83, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 156, Laws of Utah
1977, is amended to read:
35-1-83. Review by Court of Appeals.
Within thirty 30 days after the commission has
given notice of its award* provided a motion was
tberetefefe previously filed in accordance with the
provisions of this act for review of the order or
supplemental order upon which the award was
based, any affected party, including the commission
Division of Finance, affected thereby may file an
action in the Suf^reme Court of Utah Appeals for
the purpose review and determination of having the
lawfulness of the award inquired-into and-determSection IS. Section Amended.
Section 35-2-37, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 69, Laws of Utah 1965,
is amended to read:
35-2-37. Review by Court of Appeals.
Within thirty 30 days after the commission has
given notice of its award, provided a motion was
theretofore previously filed in accordance with
Section 35-2-36.54 of this act for review of the
order or supplemental order upon which the award
was based, any affected party affected thereby may
file an action in the Supreme Court of Utah Appeals
for the—purpose of having review and determination
of the lawfulness of the award inquired into and
determined.
Section 19, Section Amended.
Section 35-4-10, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 320, Laws of Utah
1983, is amended to read:

ill

35-4-10. Review of decision or determination •
Appeal referees - Board of review - Witness
fees - Judicial review by Court of Appeals Exclusive procedure.
(a) A review of a decision or determination involving contribution liability or applications for refund
shall be made by the commission or its authorized
representative in accordance with the provisions of
this act. The decision of the representative conducting the review is deemed te-be the decision of the
commission.
The commission or its authorized
representative conducting the review may refer the
matter to an appeal referee, may decide the application for review on the basis of any facts and information as may be obtained or may, in its discretion, hear argument or hold a hearing to secure
further facts. After the review, notice of the decision shall be given to the employing unit. The
decision made pursuant to the review is the final
decision of the commission unless, within ten days
after the date of notification or mailing jof the decision, a further appeal is" initiated under the provisions of (his section.
"
(b) Within ten days after the mailing or personal
delivery of a notice of a determination or decision
rendered following a review under Subsection (a), an
employing unit may appeal to an appeal referee by
filing a notice of appeal; The 'appeal referee shall
give notice of the pendency of the appeal to the
commission which shftH is then be a party to the
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proceedings. After affording the parties reasonable
opportunity for a fair hearing, he shall make find- *
ings and conclusions and on that basis affirm,
modifyi or reverse the determination. The parties
shall be promptly notified of the referee's decision
and furnished a copy of the decision and findings.
The decision is the final decision of the commission
unless within ten days after the date of mailing of
notice to the parties' last known addresses or in the
absence of a mailing within ten days after the deli- '
very of notice, further appeal is initiated under the
provisions of this section.
(c) The commission shall appoint one or more
impartial appeal referees consisting in each case of a
salaried referee selected in accordance with Subsection 35-4-11 (d) to hear and decide referrals or
appeals relating to claims for benefits or to decisions '
affecting employing units herein referred to. No
referee shaU may participate in any case in which he *
is an interested party. Each decision of a referee
shall represent his independent judgment.
*'
(d) (1) The governor shall appoint a review board
composed of three impartial members to hear and
decide referrals and appeals from the decision of
appeal referees. The members shall be ehosen as
follows: one industrial commissioner, one member
who is representative of employers, and one member
who is representative of employees. In addition, the
governor shall appoint two alternates who are representative of the employers and two alternates who
are representative of employeesHhe. The alternates
to shall serve in the absence of the regular member
or members. The commissioner shall be the chairman, and all records on appeals shall be mainta-,
ined in the offices of the commission, those records
to include an appeal docket showing the receipt and
disposition of the appeals on review. In the absence
of a regular member the chairman shall designate an
alternate. Every case shall be decided by a full three
member board. The members and the alternates
shall be appointed for two-year terms commencing
July 1 and ending June 30; the first appointment
effective July 1, 1949. The members of the board
other than the commissioner shall be paid a per
diem for each day of attendance necessary, and
expenses incurred, in the performance of their
duties, as provided by law. At the board's request
the legal counsel of the commission shall act as an *\
impartial aid to the board in outlining the facts and **<$
the issues.
(2) The board of review within the time specified-;^
for the filing of appeals may allow an appeal from a *U
decision of an appeals referee on application filed :<j
within the designated time by any party entitled t p ' J |
notice of the decision. An appeal filed by the party J |
shall be allowed as of right if the decision did not *\
affirm a prior decision. Upon appeal the board of ? i
review may on the basis of the evidence previously S j
submitted in the case, or upon the basis of a i i y j j
additional evidence it requires, affirm, modify1 pf^'f
reverse the findings, conc!usionsi and decision of tlje^j
appeal referee. The board of review shall promptly*
notify the, parties to any proceedings before it of it$l
decision, including* its findings and contusions, and l
the decision shall be is final unless wifhin ten days,
after mailing of notice to the parties'last known^
addresses or in the absence of mailing within Jeni|
days after the delivery of the notification further V
appeal Is initiated "under the provisions off 'iUfjS
section. However, upon denial by the board wuj
review of an application for appeal from the de)Cfrf8
sion of an appeal referee the decision of the appewj
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referee is deemed to be a decision of the board of
review within the meaning of this paragraph for
purposes of judicial review and shaH-be is subject to
judicial review within the time and in the manner
>feefein provided.
(c) The manner in which disputed matters are
presented, the reports required from the claimant
and employing units and the conduct of hearings
and appeals shall be in accordance with regulations
prescribed by the commission for determining the
rights of the parties, whether or not the regulations
conform to common-law or statutory rules of
evidence and other technical rules of procedure.
appoint one or more*;
When the same or substantially similar evidence is
sting in each case of a'5.
relevant and material to the matters in issue in more
:ordance with Subsec- ^
than one proceeding, the same time and place for
j decide referrals or considering each matter may be fixed, hearings
>enefits or to decisions*\\
jointly conducted, a single record of the proceedings
em referred to. No3ib
jjjade, and evidence introduced with respect to one
i any case in which he f ;;|
proceeding considered as introduced in the otherst
decision of a referee '£
E0-4oftg-as, if in the judgment of the appeal referee
judgment.
Vj
having jurisdiction of the proceedings, the consolippoint a review board ™ f
dation would not be prejudicial to any party. A full
members to hear and \3
and complete record shall be kept of all proceedings
from the decision of /
in connection with a disputed matter. All testimony
rs shall be ehosen-as •
at any hearing upon a disputed matter shall be repissioner, one member ^
orted but need not be transcribed unless the disp•yers, and one member ^
uted matter is appealed.
>yees. In addition, the "Iternates who are rep(0 Except for reconsideration of any determinand two alternates who'
tion under the provisions of Subsection 35-4-6(b),
js~th« 1 _The alternates
any right, fact, or matter in issue, directly passed
>f the regular member ,
upon or necessarily involved in a determination or
>ner shall be the chai-'•-,'
redetermination which has become final, or in a
peals shall be mainta-^
decision on appeal under this section which has
[mission, those records .
become final* shall be is conclusive for all the purbowing the receipt and v
poses of this act as between the commission, the
review. In the absence J
claimant, and all employing units that had notice of
man shall designate an
the determination, redetermination, or decision.
decided by a full three
Subject to appeal proceedings and judicial review as
ers and the alternates '
provided in this section, any determination, redeteear terms commencing
rmination, or decision as to rights to benefits is
the first appointment
conclusive for all the purposes of this act and is not
members of the board
subject to collateral attack by any employing unit,
- shall be paid a per '
irrespective of notice.
\dance necessary, and
(g) Witnesses subpoenaed under this section are
performance of their
allowed
fees as provided by law for witnesses in the
At the board's request J
district court of the state. The fees are part of the
mission shall act as ah *
expense of administering this act.
outlining the facts and '
(h) Any decision in the absence of an appeal as
herein provided becomes final ten days after the
ithin the time specified
date of notification or mailing and judicial review
allow an appeal from a
shall may be permitted only after any party claiming
i€ on application filed h^
(o be aggrieved has exhausted his remedies before
y any party entitled to |
the commission and board of review as provided by
ppeal filed by the party /
this act. The commission is deemed to be a party to
if th? decision did not '*;
any judicial action involving any such decisions and
3n appeal the board of *
shall be represented in the judicial action by any
the evidence previously 1 ^ qualified attorney employed by the commission and
ipon the basis of a n y ^ J designated by it for that purpose or at the commises, affirm, modify1 of 'p sion's request by the attorney general.
jnsj, and decision of the 4 ,
(i) Within ten days after the decision of the board
f review shall promptly *A of review has become final, any aggrieved party may
ceedings before it of its v*
secure judicial review by commencing an action in
1$ and conclusions, and J the Supreme Court of Appeals against the board of
unless witrjin ten days
review for the review of its decision, in whkh action
he parties' last known
any other party to the proceeding before the board
of mailing withjh ten ,
of review shall be made a defendant. In that action
Lhe notification further
a petition, which need not be verified but must shall
the provisions of this ^] state the grounds upon which a review is sought t
lenial by the board of f J
shall be served upon a member of the board of
r appeal from the deci- %M review or upon that person the board of review
t decision of the appeal J
designates and service.
This service is deemed
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considered completed service on all parties but there
shall be left with the party served as many copies of
the petition as there arc defendants and the board of
review shall mail one copy to each defendant. With
its answer, the board of review shall certify and file
with the court all documents and papers and a transcript of all testimony taken in the matter together
with its findings of fact and decision. The board of
review may also, in its discretion, certify to the
court questions of law involved in any decision by
it. In any judicial proceeding under this section, the
findings of the commission and the board of review
as to the facts if supported by evidence, shall be are
conclusive and the jurisdiction of the court shall be
is confined to questions of law. The-actions and the
manner and shall be given-precedence over all other
civil cases except cases arising under the Workmen's
Compensation Law of this states It is not necessary
in any judicial proceeding under this section to enter
exceptions to the rulings of the commission or the
board of review and no bond is required for entering the appeal. Upon final determination of the
judicial proceeding, the commission shall enter an
order in accordance with the determination. In no
event shaU may a petition for judicial review act as
a supersedeas.
(j) The procedure herem provided for hearings
and decisions with respect to any decision or determination of the commission affecting claimants or
employing units under this act aftd-fer-appeals shall
be is the sole and exclusive procedure notwithstanding any other provision of this act.
Section 20. Section Amended.
Section 35-9-11, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 161, Laws of Utah
1985, is amended to read:
35-9-11. Procedure for commission hearings and
judicial review - Discharge or discrimination
against employee prohibited.
(I) (a) Any person adversely affected or aggrieved
by~an order of the review commission under Subsection 35-9-10 (3) may obtain review of the order
in any district court having jurisdiction by filing a
written petition for review within 30 days after issuance of the order. A copy of the petition shall be
transmitted to the review commission and to the
other parties. The review commission shall file the
record in the proceeding with the court. Upon
filing, the court has jurisdiction of the proceeding
and of the question determined in the proceeding,
and has power to may grant temporary relief or
issue a restraining order as it considers proper, and
to make and enter upon the pleadings, testimony,
and proceedings in the record a decree affirming,
modifying, or setting aside in whole or in part, the
order of the review commission, and enforcing the
order as affirmed or modified. The commencement
of proceedings under this subsection shall does not
operate or stay the order of the review commission
unless ordered by the court. Ah objection that was
not made before the review commission is not considered by the court, unless the failure or neglect to
the objection is excused because (^.extraordinary
circumstance*. The findings of the review commission as to toestions of fact, if whole, axe conclusive.
If any party applies to the court for leaveJo adduce
additional evidence and shows, to the satisfaction of
the court, that additional evidence is material and
that there were reasonable grounds for the failure to
adduce the evidence in the hearing before the review

_ _ _
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chapter, may bring a cr
(1) Any person adversely affected by any rule or
commission, the court may order the additional
order made or issued under this chapter? may, %m board in any state cour
evidence to be taken before the review commission
Lake County, or in the
within 90 days after entry of the rule or order, bring ?
and made part of the record. The review commisparty resides, to test the
a civil suit or action against the board in the district "*
sion may modify its findings as to the facts, or
this chapter, or the rule
court of Salt Lake County, in the district court of ^
make new findings, by reason of additional evidence
secure an injunction or
the county in which the complaining person resides,
taken and filed, and it shall file the modified or new
relief, including all rigr
or in the United States District Court for Utah (if it .
findings, which are conclusive as to questions of
from a rule or order of
otherwise has jurisdiction), to test the validity of;.
fact, including its recommendations, if any, for
the record and is not be c«
any provision of this chapter or a rule or order, orf
modifying or setting aside its original order. Upon
to secure an injunction, or to obtain other approp^lB . The court shall set as
the filing of the record with the findings, the jurisriatc relief, including all rights of appeal. An appeal ^ J found to be:
diction of the court is exclusive and its judgment
from a rule or order of the board, except appeal$|M
(a) unreasonable, unji
and decree are final. Review of the order lies with
from orders issued under Section 40-6-9, shall be « • an abuse of discretion;
the Supreme Court is as provided by law.
a trial on the record and not be considered a trial de
(b) contrary to consti
(b) The administrator may also obtain review or novo. The court shall set aside the board action if,
lege, or immunity;
enforcement of any final order of the review com- it is found to be:
<;
(c) in excess of statu
t
mission by filing a petition for relief in the district
(a) unreasonable, unjust, arbitrary, capricious, or'^K*> or limitations;
court within whose jurisdiction the alleged violation
> %m (d) not in compliance
occurred or in which the employer has its principal an abuse of discretion;
law;
(b)
contrary
to
constitutional
right,
power,
privioffice. The provisions of Subsection (1) (a) govern
(e) based upon a clea
^
the proceedings to the extent applicable. If no pet- lege, or immunity;
or application of the law;
(c) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority,
ition for review is filed within 30 days after receipt
(0 as to an adjudicati
.*- H
of the review commission's order, the review com- or limitations;
by substantial evidence ot
(d) not in compliance with procedure required by
mission's findings of fact and order are conclusive
(2) An action or appec
£
as to any petition for enforcement filed by the law;
this
chapter or a rule or
(e)
based
upon
a
clearly
erroneous
interpretation
51
administrator after the expiration of the 30-day
expeditiously as feasible
t ^j
period. In that case, and when a noncontested cit- or application of the law; or
( 0 as to an adjudicative proceeding, unsupported .*| ermine the issues on bot
ation or notification becomes a final order under
by
substantial evidence on the record.
4 ^ and shall affirm or se
Subsections 35-9-10 (1) or 35-9-10 (2), the
(2) An action or appeal involving any provision o f J j enjoin or stay the effecti
district court shall extend its decree enforcing the
order. The clerk of the court shall forward a copy this chapter, or a rule or order shall be determined^ remand the cause to the
ings. Judicial review of
of the decree to the administrator and the employer as expeditiously as feasible. The trial court shaflL
named in the petition. In any contempt proceeding determine the issues on both questions of law an^JL be confined to the agen<
brought to enforce a decree entered under this sub- fact and shall affirm or set aside the rule or order^?P in its discretion, receive i
section or Subsection (1) (a), the district court may enjoin or stay the effective date of agency action, or; n cause shown.
(3) Any person, ownei
assess the civil assessments and penalties provided in remand the cause to the board for further procecdvj
or knowingly evades th)
Section 35-9-21, in addition to any other avail- ings. Judicial review of disputed issues of fact shall
be are confined to the agency record. The courjf^ purpose of evading this
able remedies.
(2) (a) No person shall may discharge or in any may, in its discretion, receive additional evidence foc^r ation, or order issued un
knowingly makes or cai
manner discriminate against any employee because good cause shown.
$
entry
in any report, re<
the employee has filed any complaint or instituted
(3) Any person who, for the purpose of evadinil
ndum required by this c
or caused to be instituted any proceedings under or j this chapter or any rule or order of the board, (aP
ulation, or order, or v<
related to this act or has testified or is about to makes or causes to be made any false entry in amf
omhs or causes to be orr
testify in any proceeding or because of the exercise report, record, account, or memorandum required;
by any employee on behalf of himself or others of by this chapter or by any rule or order, or (b) s h a | | record, account, or mei
correct entries as require*
any right afforded by this chapter.
emit omits, or cause causes to be omitted, from *m£j
rule, regulation, or orde
(b) Any employee who believes that he has been such report, record, account, or memorandum, fuj^|
wingly
removes from th
discharged or otherwise discriminated against by any true, and correct entries as required by this chaptr"
ates, alters, or falsifies a
person in violation of this subsection may, within 30 or by any rule or order, or (c) shall remove remov
memorandum, is guilty o
days after the violation occurs, file a complaint with from this state or destroy destroys,
conviction,
is subject to
the division alleging discrimination. Upon receipt of mutilates, aker alters, or falsify falsifies any recon
$10,000 for each violati
the complaint, the division shall cause an investiga- account, or memorandum, is guilty of a misdertife
failure to comply with a
tion to be made as it deems appropriate. The divi- anor and, upon conviction, is subject to a fine
kkredes
a separate violati
sion is hereby authorized to may employ sueh inve- not more than $5,000 or imprisonment for a
(4) No suit, action, <
stigators as aft necessary to carry out the purpose of not exceeding six months, or to both fine and im
upon a violation of this
this subsection. Should the investigator report a risonment.
tatton,
or order issued ur
violation and the employer request a hearing on the
(4) No suit, action, or other proceeding
be
commenced
or mainta
alleged violation, the commission shall hold an evi- upon a violation pf fthis chapter or any rule or or
fer proceeding iscommer
dentiary hearing to determine if provisions of this of the board may be commenced or maintaii
(late of the alleged violatic
subsection have been violated. Should If the com- unless it is commenced within one year from date
(5) Review of the adjuc
mission determine such determines a violation to the alleged violation.
U by the Supreme Court.
have has occurred, it may order such the violation
(5) Review of the adjudication of the district co
to be restrained and may further order all appropr- is by the Supreme Court.
, Section 23. Section Amen
1
iate relief including reinstatement of the employee to Section 22. Section Amended.
Section 40-10-14, Uta
his former position with back pay.
*s enacted by Chapter 1
Section 40-8-9, Utah Code Annotated 1 9 5 3 /
amended to read:
Section 21. Section Amended.
last amended by Chapter 94, Laws of Utah 1985,*]
#-l<M4, Division's findii
Section 40-6-12, Utah Code Annotated 1953, amended to read:
i^*1"* Parties i0 conferen
as last amended by Chapter 94, Laws of Utah 1985, 40-3-9. Judicial review of rules or orders •
of approval or disappr*
is amended to read:
Evasion of compter or rules - Penalties Hearing • Temporary n
40-6-12. Judicial review of rules or orders limitations of actions.
-^
^f court -Further review I
Evasion of chapter or rules - Penalties f
(1) Any person or operator adversely affecteoU
^ m If a conference h
anv rule, regulation, or order issued under
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iffected by any rule or
er this chapter? m a y ,
the rule or order, bring
the board in the district
in the district court of
plaining person resides,
ict Court for Utah (if it
to test the validity of
r or a rule or order, or
to obtain other appropits of appeal. A n appeal
z b o a r d , except appeals
Section 40-6-9, shall be
be considered a trial dc
iside the board action if

dication of the district court

chapter, may bring a civil suit or action against the
board in any state court having jurisdiction in Salt
Lake County, or in the county in which the affected
party resides, to test the validity of any provision of
this chapter, or the rule, regulation, or order, or to
secure an injunction or to obtain other appropriate
relief, including all rights of appeal.
An appeal
from a rule or order of the board shall be a trial on
the record and is not be considered a trial de novo.
T h e court shall set aside the board action if it is
found to be:
(a) unreasonable, unjust, arbitrary, capricious, or
an abuse of discretion;
(b) contrary to constitutional right, power, privilege, or immunity;
(c) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority,
or limitations;
(d) not in compliance with procedure required by
law;
(c) based upon a clearly erroneous interpretation
or application of the law; or
(f) as to a n adjudicative proceeding, unsupported
by substantial evidence on the record.
(2) An action or appeal involving any provision of
this chapter or a rule or order shall be determined as
expeditiously as feasible. The trial court shall determine the issues on both questions of law and fact
and shall affirm or set aside the rule or order,
enjoin or stay the effective date of agency action, or
remand the cause t o the board for further proceedings. Judicial review of disputed issues of fact shall
be confined to the agency record. The court may,
in its discretion, receive additional evidence for good
cause shown.
(3) Any person, owner, or operator who willfully
or knowingly evades this chapter, or who for the
purpose of evading this chapter or any rule, regulation, or order issued under this chapter, willfully or
knowingly makes or causes to be made any false
entry in any report, record, account, or memorandum required by this chapter, or by the rule, regulation, or order, or who willfully or knowingly
omits or causes to be omitted from any such report,
record, account, or m e m o r a n d u m , full, true, and
correct entries as required by this chapter, or by the
rule, regulation, or order, or who willfully or knowingly removes from this state or destroys, mutilates, alters, or falsifies any such record, account, or
memorandum, is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon
conviction, is subject t o a fine of not more than
$10,000 for each violation. Each day of willful
failure to comply with an emergency order is eensklefed-es a separate violation.
(4) N o suit, action, or other proceeding based
upon a violation of this chapter, or any rule, regulation, or order issued under this chapter, shaH may
be commenced or maintained unless the suit, action,
or proceeding is commenced within two years from
date of the alleged violation.
(5) Review of the adjudication of the district court
is by the Supreme C o u r t .

*
aded.
C o d e Annotated 1953, as
r 9 4 , Laws of U t a h 1985, if

Section 2 3 . Section Amended.
Section 40-10-14, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
ts enacted by Chapter 145, Laws of Utah 1979, is
tmended to read:

arbitrary, capricious, or
Dnal right, power, privif jurisdiction, authority,
M procedure required by
erroneous interpretation
proceeding, unsupported
te record.
nvolving any provision of
>rder shall be determined
e. T h e trial court shall
>th questions of law and
t aside t h e rule or order,
date of agency action, or
o a r d for further proceedsputed issues of fact shaU
^ency record. T h e court
ive additional evidence for
>r the purpose of evading
>r order of the b o a r d , (a)
idc any false entry in any
or m e m o r a n d u m required
rule or order, or (b) shatt
s> t o be omitted, from any
m t , or m e m o r a n d u m , full,
is required by this chapter
>r (c) shall remove removes
•suoy destroys, mutilate
falsify falsifies a n y record,
n, is guilty of a misdemean, is subject t o a fine of
r imprisonment for a term
,, or t o both fine and imp!>r other proceeding based
;hapter or any rule or order
commenced or maintained
rithin o n e year from date 0/ C|

I rules or orders rules - Penalties i.

* >•'

o r a t o r adversely affected ojf
or order issued under this

#-10-14. Division's findings issued to applicant
and parties to conference • Notice to applicant
of approval or disapproval of application Hearing - Temporary relief • Appeal to district
court • Further review by Supreme Court.
(1) If a conference has been held pursuant to

under Subsection 40-10-13 (2), the division shall
issue and furnish the applicant for a permit and
persons who are parties to the proceedings with the
written finding of the division granting or denying
the permit in whole or in part and stating the
reasons therefor, within the 60 days after the conference.
(2) If there has been no conference held pursuant
to under Subsection 40-10-13 (2), the division
shall notify the applicant for a permit within a reasonable time as set forth in regulations, taking into
account the time needed for proper investigation of
the site, the complexity of the permit application,
and whether or not written objection t o the application has been filed, whether the application has
been approved or disapproved in whole or part.
(3) Upon approval of the application, the permit
shall be issued. If the application is disapproved,
specific reasons therefor must shall be set forth in
the notification. Within 30 days after the applicant
is notified of the final decision of the division on
the permit application, the applicant or any person
with an interest which is or may be adversely affected may request a hearing o n the reasons for the
final determination. The board shall hold a hearing
pursuant to the rules of practice and procedure set
forth in implementing rules and regulations within
30 days of this request and provide notification to
all interested parties at the time that the applicant is
notified. Within 30 days after the hearing the board
shall issue and furnish the applicant, a n d all persons
who participated in the hearing, with the written
decision of the board granting or denying the permit
in whole or in part and stating the reasons therefor.
(4) Where a hearing is requested pursuant t o
Subsection (3), the board may, under such conditions as it may prescribe prescribes, grant such temporary relief as it deems appropriate pending final
determination of the proceedings if:
(a) all parties to the proceedings have been notified and given an opportunity to be heard on a
request for temporary relief;
(b) the person requesting the relief shows that
there is a substantial likelihood that he will prevail
on the merits of the final determination of the proceedings; and
(c) the relief will not adversely affect the public
health or safety or cause significant imminent environmental harm t o land, air, or water resources.
(5) For the purpose of the hearing, the board may
administer oaths, subpoena witnesses or written or
printed materials, compel attendance of the witnesses or production of the materials, a n d take evidence, including, but not limited t o , site inspections
of the land t o be affected a n d other surface coal
mining operations carried on by t h e applicant in the
general vicinity of the proposed operation. A verbatim record of each public hearing required by this
chapter shall be m a d e , and a transcript m a d e available on*trie motion of any party or by order of the
board.
(6) Any applicant, or any person with an interest
which is or may be adversely affected w h o has participated in the proceedings as an objector, and w h o
is aggrieved by the decision of the b o a r d , or if the
board fails to act within the time limits specified in
this chapter, shall have has the right t o appeal t o the
district court for t h e county in which the proposed
operation is located. Review of the adjudication of
the district court is by the Supreme Court*
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Section 24. Section Amended.
Section 40-10-30, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 94, Laws of Utah 1985, is
amended to read:
40-10-30. Judicial review of rules or orders.
(1) An appeal from a rule or order of the board
shall be a trial on the record and is not be consklefed a trial de novo. The court shall set aside the
board action if it is found to be:
(a) unreasonable, unjust, arbitrary, capricious, or
an abuse of discretion;
(b) contrary to constitutional right, power, privilege, or immunity;
(c) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority,
or limitations;
(d) not in compliance with procedure required by
law;
(e) based upon a clearly erroneous interpretation
or application of the law; or
(f) as to an adjudicative proceeding, unsupported
by substantial evidence on the record.
(2) An action or appeal involving any provision of
this chapter, or a rule or order shall be determined
as expeditiously as feasible. The trial court shall
determine the issues on both questions of law and
fact and shall affirm or set aside the rule or order,
enjoin or stay the effective date of agency action, or
remand the cause to the board for further proceedings. Judicial review of disputed issues of fact shall
be confined to the agency record. The court may,
in its discretion, receive additional evidence for good
cause shown.
(3) Review of the adjudication of the district court
is by the Supreme Court.
Section 25. Section Amended.
Section 49-7a-7, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 220, Laws of Utah
1983, is amended to read:
49-7a-7. Definitions.
As used in this act:
(1) The words * retirement Retirement system* or
"system* means the Utah judges* retirement system
provided under this act*.
(2) The word 'employer* 'Employer* means the
state of Utah*.
(3) The word 'member* (a) 'Member* means any
judge included in the membership of the retirement
system provided in this actT; and an
(b) 'Inactive 'inactive member* » means a
member whose tenure as judge is terminated and he
has not withdrawn his accumulated contributions?.
(4) The words 'retirement 'Retirement office*
mean means the retirement office created by
Chapter 74, Laws of Utah 1963f.
(5) The words 'administrator* 'Administrator* or
'executive officer* means the executive director
appointed by the Utah State Retirement Board as
provided by Chapter 74, Laws of Utah I963f.
(6) The words * retirement 'Retirement fund*
mean means the Utah Judges' Retirement Fund
provided for under this act^
(7) The words 'termination 'Termination date*
mean means midnight June 30,1971{.
or retirement
board* means the Utah State Retirement Board
created by Chapter 74, Laws of Utah 1961;.
(9) The words 'service* 'Service* or 'covered
service* means service rendered to the employer for
compensation which is included in computations
relating to membership status or benefit rights under
this act*.
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mean rnt
(10) Tfle—words—"-yeats 'Years of service" or
(26) (
"service years means the number of periods, each
allowam
to consist of 12 full months or as determined by the,
member
board, whether consecutive or not, during which a
receive i
member was employed to perform services for the
Social Se
employer*.
(b) *S
(11) The words 'compensationr*- 'Compensation,*'
uction c
'salary,' or 'wages' means the total amount of
this act
payments made by the employer to a judge for serrant's or
vices rendered, but not including payments for
travel and other similar expenses*.
(12) The words 'final 'Final average salary* mean
"retirerm
means the rate of the average highest annual com-;
payment
pensation payable to a member for any three consrement a
ecutive years of judicial service preceding retirement:
monthly
or the termination of employment?.
(39) £
(13) The word *ret4femem* 'Retirement* means*
mean me
withdrawal from active service with a retirement
(28) V
allowance granted under the provisions of this actf: - <
include t
(14) The word 'refund" "Refund* means a termnumber
ination of service and the application for and receipt
include tl
of a member's accumulated contributions by the
£*)A;
4
terminated judge^
in the cal
(15) The-words 'actuarial 'Actuarial equivalent'
next lowe
mean means a benefit of equal value when comp-,
Section 2
uted upon the basis of mortality tables as shall be.
Section
adopted by the retirement boardj.
as last an
(16) The words 'regular "Regular interest' meaa»
is amende
means interest compounded annually at such rate as
49-7a-9. 5
shall have been adopted by the retirement board in<
admini;
accordance with the provisions of this act*,
r\
retirem
(17) The word 'contributions' 'Contributions*
The
ret
means the contributions by both the employer and
be admit
the members into the retirement fund*.
i--.
Board.
(18) The—words—'accumulated 'Accumulated
The ret
contributions' of a member mean means the sum of
shall:
the contributions made by a member and standing .
(1) crec
to the credit of his individual account together with
cficiaries,
regular interest on the account*.
the rate a
(19) The word '-beneficiary' 'Beneficiary' means*
ofSubsect
any person entitled to receive a retirement allowance i
(2) fron
or any other benefit provided under this actf.
~ **£,
of the co
(20) The words dependent 'Dependent spouse*r:
mortality
mean means a widow of a deceased male member of-!.
ssary to th
this system or a husband dependent upon a female^
(3) keei
member of this system. A dependent spouse ind-ii
accounts i
udes a husband who did not receive as much as a?:
of the sy
thousand dollars income in the year immediatelyi'
experience
preceding the death of a member. A husband may?,
not timite
be ruled dependent by the board if clear and precise.
following:
evidence is presented which in the opinion of thct
(a) the
administrator justifies such a ruling and he so rec-j
judges and
ommends to the board*.
'J,
(b) the
(21) The word 'disability' 'Disability* means the
employer I
total and permanent incapacity of- a judge tq] ^
of service r
perform the usual duties of his employment with aftfH
(c) all employer. Sueh The incapacity shall be deemci _
employer I
considered to exist when a physician or a board of:
that have b
physicians appointed by the Judicial Condm
(d) the ar
Commjsjion on judicial qualifications, created under j
(4) frorr
this act^ certifies that upon the best medical infor/
, years, ma
mation seen the disability exists and will be of an^
mortality,
extended and indefinite duration!.
judges and
(22) The words 'line 'Line "of duty* death!
value the ;
disability mean means a death or any physical "c
funds and
mental disability resulting from a cause or causes!
being earn,
which competent medical testimony establishes aro
dcterminati
out of or resulted from the performance of judicial :j
«ed by the
duties*.
•• •
>
.
the judicial
(23) The word 'retirant* *Retiram*- means -f|
retired member who is receiving retirement , y n * L — 1 » - - legislative r
Tt
(24) The words 'normal 'Normal retirement ^ W ^ 1
V°n
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R^an means the attained age of 65 years?.
(26) (25) (a) "Social The—words—Social security
allowance" mean means monthly payments a
member or beneficiary receives or is eligible to
receive under provisions of Title II of the Federal
Social Security Actr-T*4ve-wof-ds -soeial;
(b) "Social security offset" mean means the reden— ICojiigejisa^ion/.
uction of the allowance or benefit provided under
the total amount~of
this act by the designated percentage of the retij'er to a judge for ser«
ranl's or beneficiary's social security allowance.
eluding payments for
(22) (26) The-wofds "allowance— "Allowance,"
:si.
'retirement allowance," or "pension/ means annual
1 average salary" mean
payments for life as provided by this act. The retie highest annual comrement allowance shall be computed and paid on a
er for any three consmonthly basis at the end of the monthf.
e preceding retirements ••;
(29) (27) The words "effective "Effective date"
enti.
tftean means 12:01 a.m., July 1, 1971.
- "Retirement" means: 'I
(28) Words used in the masculine gender shall
ice with a retirement .
include
the feminine and neuter genders. Singular
;
ovisions of this act*, M
number shall include the plural, and plural shall
efund" means a term- "
include the singular?.
lication for and receipt
(2#) Ages of both members and beneficiaries used
contributions by the
in the calculation of allowances shall be taken to the
next lower completed quarter year?\
"Actuarial equivalent"
Section 26. Section Amended.
ual value when comp-.,
Section 49-7a-9, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
aJity tables as shall be *
as last amended by Chapter 77, Laws of Utah 1977,
d*.
is amended to read:
Regular interest" mea»
nnually at such rate as
49-7a-9. State retirement board duties as to
he retirement board in
administration of retirement system and
of this actt.
*t
retirement fund.
ions" "Contributions*
The retirement system and retirement fund shall
>oth the employer and
be administered by the Utah State Retirement
it fund{ :
*>.
Board.
mlated "Accumulated ;
The retirement board through its executive officer
fteaft means the sum of,
shall:
member and standing .
(1) credit contributions of judges, retirants, benI account together v^ v
eficiaries, and other system accounts with interest at
the rate adopted in accordance with the provisions
^ "Beneficiary" means
of Subsection (2) of this section;
a retirement allowance,
(2) from time to time, upon the recommendation
inder this actt.
of the consulting actuary, adopt an interest rate,
rt "Dependent spouse'}'
mortality tables, and sueh other tables as-are nececeased male member of*
ssary to the administration of the system;
pendent upon a female
(3) keep in convenient form such records and
dependent spouse indk
accounts as may be necessary in the administration
t receive as much as a^ ^
of the system, and data for investigation of its
the year immediately/^
experience and its actuarial valuation, including but
mber. A husband m a y f i j :
not limited to individual records containing the
>ard if clear and precised
following:
in the opinion of th#
(a) the total accumulated contributions of all
i ruling and he so rec-* J
judges and of each individual judge;
-* *!m.
(b) the total accumulated contributions of the
"Disability" means the J | l
employer held for the benefit of judges on account
>acity of a judge to ;**jjg of service rendered;
lis employment with ahi
(c) all other accumulated contributions of the
city shall be deemed is/
employer held to meet the obligations for benefits
>hysician or a board oty}rg% that have been granted;
the Judicial Conduct!^
(d) the annual compensation of each judge;
tfications, ercatcd under f
(4) from time to time, but at least every four
the best medical infof*l.i^
years, make an actuarial investigation into the
xists and will be of ^ / | 1 ^
™&S^£«K>rtaIity, service, and other experience of the
ion*, t A " A+zth^'M
^ g e s an<i beneficiaries of the system, actuarially
a
i n
ine of duty
~
r
^
f
|
value
the assets and liabilities of the administered
ath or any P n * s ^ ^ : * funds and accounts, determine the rate of interest
rom a ^ ^ . ^ ^ K ^ t a g earned by the funds, and, based upon all
timony establishes a " * W W m i n a t i o n s and factors, including items requeperformance of j u d i c i a l ^ ^ fey ^ o f f i c c Qf I e g i s l a t i v e r e s e a r c h ^^^
and

years of service" or.
Tiber of periods* each
r as determined by the;
r not, during which a
form services for the

€

- "Retirant" »»
-<pn
ing retirement benefit$f^|
Normal retirement age J

the judicial council, shall confer with the office of
legislative research director and the judicial council
ind report findings of the investigation with reco-
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mmendations, shall recommend to the legislature
any changes in the rates of contribution or benefits
that shaU-be are deemed necessary to the security of
the system, shall pay costs of an investigation as
well as all actuarial consulting and other service
from the interest earnings of the fund, and shall pay
administrative costs as approved by the board from
the fund;
(5) have power to subpoena witnesses and compel
their attendance to testify before it, and each
member and the secretary of the board may administer oaths and affirmations to witnesses and others
transacting business of the retirement system;
(6) regulate the duties of the employer and other
public authorities that are imposed upon them by
this act and shall, among other things, specify the
time, place, and manner which contributions shall
be withheld and paid and reports deemed necessary
to the administration of this act;
(7) adopt such rules an4-Fegu4atkms not inconsistent with the provisions of this act as may be necessary in the management of the system and to carry
out the purposes of this act, and shaH perform any
a«d all other acts and have all such powers as afe
necessary for the administration of the retirement
system;
(8) serve as an appeal board to hear any aggrieved
judge; but notwithstanding any decision of the
board on an appeal, a member or employer may
challenge the decision of the board and appeal the
decision to a district court on the law and facts;
(9) make determinations as to whom shall qualify
who qualifies for benefits under this act, except that
the Judicial Conduct Commission on judicial qualifications shall determine if and when a judge is
disabled.
Section 27. Section Amended.
Section 49-7a-ll, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 113, Laws of Utah 1971, is
amended to read:
49-7a-ll. Judges and beneficiaries subject to
rules and regulations of board - Duty to supply
information - Information confidential.
(1) Every judge and beneficiary shall be is subject
to ail of the provisions of this act and to all rules
and regulations adopted by the retirement board.
Each judge and beneficiary shall furnish to the retirement office information affecting his status as a
member or beneficiary of the system as the administrator may require, including (4) (a) date of birth,
(2) (b) ail service previously rendered by him in a
status requisite for service credit in the retirement
system under the provisions of this act, (3) (cj the
name and address and relationship to the member of
any beneficiaries under the retirement system.who
may be entitled to receive benefits thereunder, and
(4) such (d) other information or evidence as the
administrator may require.
(2} All data filed by any judge or beneficiary with
the retirement office shall be is confidential, and no
information, fontained in any record pertaining to
individual data shall be divulged by any official or
employee of the office, but the information shall be
used for the sole purpose of carrying into effect the
provisions of this act. The record shaH may not be
open to inspection te by any person except the retirement board, the employees of the retirement
officc, the employing unit, the Judicial Conduct
Commission created under this act, and any person
authorized by the Legislature.
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Section 2$. Section Amended.
Section 49-7a-23, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 220, Laws of Utah
1983, is amended to read:

Section 31. Section Amended.
.i,
Section 63-56-58, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 75, Laws of Utah 1980, |$
amended to read:

Section 34. Sea
Section 67-8-.
last amended b>
j985, is amended

49-7a-23. Disability retirement - Allowance.
A judge who has been declared disabled by the
Judicial Conduct Commission ea^fudkial-eonduct
may apply to the retirement office, and if found by
the board to qualify under the provisions of this act
for disability retirement, is entitled to cither a
monthly allowance equal to 50<7o of the judge's
final average monthly salary, or a monthly service
retirement allowance, whichever is greater.
In
computing the monthly service retirement allowance,
minimum years of service and a reduction due to
early retirement shall be disregarded.

63-56-58. Right lo appeal to Court of Appeals.
Any person receiving an adverse decision or the
state may appeal a decision of the procurement
appeals board to the supreme Court of Appeajsj
pr-ovided-that. However, no appeal shall may~pe
made by the state unless recommended by the chief
procurement officer or the head of the purchasing
agency involved1 and approved by the attorney
general.
.' ;

$7-8-5. Duties o(

Section 29. Section Amended.
Section 49-7a-39, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 113, Laws of Utah 1971, is
amended to read:
49-7a-39. Mandatory retirement - Age.
A trial court judge shall retire upon attaining the
age of seventy 70 years, and a-Supreme Court an
appellate court judge or justice shall retire upon
attaining the age of 72 yearsr-prevkled; however,
a^y^itdge-se^^g^^-efffl-fl^-^udge-on May 13, 1969,
that-age-dufmg the term-he-was serving on May 13,
4^69, shall retire on iheeompletion of such term.
Section 30. Section Amended.
Section 61-1-23, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 284, Laws of Utah
1983, is amended to read:

**•V ^ w *

&
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61-1-23. Review by courts.
(1) Any person aggrieved by a final order of the
executive director may obtain a review of the order
in the appropriate district court by filing in that
court, within 60 days after the entry of the order, a
written petition requesting that the order be modified or set aside in whole or in part. A copy of the
petition shall be served upon the division and executive directorT-afid-thereuperv-the. The executive
director shall then certify and file in court a copy of
the filing and evidence upon which the order was
entered. When these have been filed, the court has
exclusive jurisdiction to affirm, modify, enforce, or
set aside the order, in whole or in part. The findings of the executive director as to the facts, if
supported by competent, material, and substantia]
evidence, are conclusive. If either party applies to
the court for leave to adduce additional material
evidence, and shows to the satisfaction of the court
that there were reasonable grounds for failure to
adduce the evidence in the hearing, the court may
order the additional evidence to be taken before the
executive director and to be adduced upon the
the court considers proper. The executive director
may modify the findings and order by reason of the
additional evidence and shall file in court the additional evidence together with any modified or new
findings or order. The judgment of the court is
final, subject to review by the Supreme Court as
provided by law.
(2) The commencement of proceedings under
Subsection (1) does not, unless specifically ordered
by the court after a full hearing, operate as a stay of
the executive director's order.
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Section 32. Section Amended.
?
Section 65-1-9, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as ^
last amended by Chapter 163, Laws of Utah 1963,. is
amended to read:
65-1-9. Contests as to preference rights •
Hearings, findings - Appeals from decisions of
\
board.
(1) Where contests arise as to the preference rights
of claimants for lands under the control of the
board, it sha41~have full has power to hold a hearing
thefeen and to direct the taking of evidence concerning the questions involved, which hearing shall be
reported in full. The board shall make findings of
fact and conclusions of law, enter its order w4tfc
fespect thereto, and notify the parties to sueh the
hearing of its findings, conclusions^ and order.
(2) Ne-V
Mciaf ~i
the board involving any sale< lease» or disposition of

'*

such claimant files a written protest with respect
final decision of the board relating to such matte*!
or, with respect to decisions rendered prior to tht
effective date of this act, within 90 days after-sueh
effecti
disputes-bet^
-4kk to any lands? Any party to the
hearing may seek judicial review of the board's
order by petition for de novo review filed with the
district court within 30 days of the entry and notice
of the board's order. Review of the district court
adjudication is by the Supreme Court.
j

Section 33. Section Amended.
.^
Section 67-8-2, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as
enacted by Chapter 267, Laws of Utah 1981, is
amended to read:

I

(1) to make si
jons concerning
plan based upon
laments, experic
for funds and st;
other comparab
within this, and
such other facte
comprehensive v
in order that th(
current condition
(2) to consult
jpendation to, tr
regarding the pk
ition of any of fici
(3) to submit
with responsibilii
personnel, not h
ementof each am
(a) a report
during the caien
session;
(b) recommen
ifications, or chc
in the plan, its
tionof any office
(c) specific rec
elected state of
concerning adju:
made in the salaj
that all executiv
appointed, will r
aiment regardles
the Legislature o
agement; and
(4) to make
section of the re
eers judges and
upon consultatio
and due consider;
and career stati
Section 35. Sectu
Section 73-3-L
amended to read:

73-3-14. Review \
67-8-2. Salaries established annually in general
decisions.
appropriations act - Bases of salaries.
In any case wr
(lj The salary of the governor, lieutenant gove-):
is involved any j
rnor, attorney general, state auditor, state treasurer/
sion may within
chief justice, associate justices, district court judges ;
bring a civil actic
and juvenile court judges and justices and judges of Wt review
courts of record shall be set annually by the Legist%3j^f his decision b
aturc in the general appropriations act.
""•$*»mail
toail tto the app
(2) The salaries of judges of courts of record shall & j .a&ice
iW„ ^
w
notice Jshall
be dr

be based ^pon the following percentages of th^-|« $eCn gjVen on t
salary of an associate justice of the Supreme Court&Sy'frjal,subject to t
tome it as provid
which the strean
Court of Appeals judges
hereof of it, is
district court judges
~ t ™ fell be joined a:
juvenile court judges
M f t T ^ i a i J s d ed sion&> but
circuit court ,__
judges
_ 55*£i8J>f the litigation «
g„
(3) Adjustments to judicial salaries shall bg^F" *Parties shall be s<
Text:
phased in over a three-year period.
,.tqd notice of the
£bc' filed by the c
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Annotated 1953
of Utah 1980, fc
of Appeals.
,e decision or the
the procurement
ourt of Appeal^
>eal shall ma^HBe
nded by the chief
of the purchasing
by the attorney

cation 34. Section Amended.
Section 67-8-5, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as
jast amended by Chapters 21 and 47, Laws of Utah
1985. »s amended to read:

57-8-5. Duties of commission.
jHS-the-dtHy-of-the The commission shall:
(1) to make studies and formulate recommendatory concerning the wage and salary classification
plan based upon such factors as educational requirements, experience, responsibility, accountability
for funds and staff, comparisons with wages paid in
0thcr comparable public and private employment
within this, and other states similarly situated, and
juch other factors as are generally used in similar
^ornprehensive wage and salary classification plans
motated 1953, as
-0 order that the plan and its administration reflect
s of Utah 1963.it 1
current conditions at all times;
(2) to consult and advise with, and make recomights mendation to, the Office of Personnel Management
m decisions of *
regarding the plan, its administration, and the position of any officer covered by the plan;
e preference rights
(3) to submit to the legislative interim committee
le control of the
with responsibility for the area of state government
to hold a hearing
personnel, not later than 60 days before commenc)f evidence conce*
ement of each annual general session:
h hearing shall be
(a) a report briefly summarizing its activities
make findings of
during the calendar year immediately preceding the
ter its order witfc
session;
arties to such the
(b) recommendations concerning revisions, modand order.
ifications, or changes, if any, which should be made
ter control-of the
in the plan, its administration, or in the classification of any officer under the plan; and
^ or disposition ef
(c) specific recommendations with respect to each
f i g t t f i i v i v i tnttCSQ
elected state officer specified in Section 67-8-2,
concerning adjustments, if any, which should be
n§ made in the salary or other emoluments of office so
rjf IU JUvtl UlUllCf]
that all executive and judicial officers, elected or
Je^reu prior to the
appointed, will receive equitable and consistent tre90-days-ftfter such
atment regardless of whether salaries are fixed by
ha&~
the Legislature or by the Office of Personnel Management; and
*y(4) to make recommendations, in a separate
Any party to the
w of the board's
section of the report, for elected state judicial offiaew filed with the
*** judges and justices of courts of record based
ie entry and notice
upon consultation with the Utah Judicial Council
r
the district court
and due consideration of the professional
irt.
i
and career status of judges.

state engineer within twenty 20 days after the-s&me
it is commenced, which shaU -oper*fe operates to
stay all further proceedings pending the decision of
the district court. Review of the decision of the
district court shall be by the Supreme Court.
Section 36. Section Amended.
Section 77-5-6, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as
enacted by Chapter 15, Laws of Utah 1980, is
amended to read:
77-5-6. Suspension on filing articles - Vacancy,
how filled.
Whenever When articles of impeachment are
presented to the Senate, and the officer has been
served with a copy of the articles, he shall be temporarily suspended from his office and shaH may
not exercise his duties until he is acquitted. Upon
the suspension of any officer, other than the governor, or a justice or judge of a court of record, his
office shall be temporarily filled by an appointment
made by the governor, with the consent of the
Senate, until the acquittal of the party impeached,
or, in the case of his removal, until the vacancy is
filled at the next election as provided by law.
Section 37. Section Amended,
Section 77-35-29, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 14, Laws of Utah 1980, is
amended to read:

77-35-29. Rule 29 - Disability and
disqualification of a judge or change of venue.
(a) If, by reason of death, sicknessj or other disability, the judge before whom a trial has begun is
unable to continue with the trial, any other judge of
that court or any judge bern^-so assigned by the
chief judge presiding officer of the judicial council,
upon certifying that he has familiarized himself with
the record of the trial, may, unless otherwise disqualified, proceed with and finish the trial*, but if the
assigned judge so assigned is satisfied that neither he
nor another substitute judge can proceed with seek
the trial, he may, in his discretion, grant a new trial.
(b) If, by reason of death, sickness, or other disability, the judge before whom a defendant has been
tried is unable to perform the duties required of the
court after a verdict of guilty, any other judge of
that court or any judge being so assigned by the
chief judge presiding officer of the judicial council
may perform those duties.
Section 35. Section Amended.
nnotated 1953, is
(c) If the prosecution or a defendant in any criSection 73-3-14, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
of Utah 1981, is 1 amended to read:
minal action or proceeding shall file files an affidavit that the judge before whom such the action or
73-3-14. Review by courts of engineer's
proceeding is to be tried or heard has a bias or
1> in general
decisions.
prejudice, either against such the party or his attolanes.
In any case where a decision of the state engineer
rney or in favor of any opposing party to the suit,
r, lieutenant goveis involved any person aggrieved by such the decisuch the judge shall proceed no further therein until
or, state treasurer,
sion may within skty 60 days after notice thereof
the challenge is disposed of. Every such affidavit
istrict court judges :
^dng a civil action in the district court for a plenary shall state the facts and the reasons for the belief
tices and judges of
ttview thereof. The state engineer shall give notice that such the bias or prejudice exists and shall be
lally by the Legisl- : Of his decision by mailing a copy thereof by regular
filed as soon as practicable after the case has been
act.
mail to the applicant and to each protestant and assigned or such the bias or prejudice is known. No
urts of record shall
aotice shall-be deemed. Notice is considered to have such affidavit shall may be filed unless accompanied
xrcentages of the v
^een given on the date of mailing. The place of by a certificate ofj cpunsel of record that suefe the
he Supreme Court:' % (rial, subject to the power of the court to change the affidavit and application arc made in good faith.
ttme it as provided by law, shall be in the county in
(d) If the challenged judge questions the sufficiwhich the stream or water source, or some part
hereof of it, is located. The state engineer must ency of the allegation of disqualification, he shall
*|all be joined as a defendant in all suits to review enter an order directing that a copy thereof be for^decisions, but no judgment for costs or expenses thwith certified to another named judge of the same
court or of a court of like jurisdiction, which judge
855K
of the litigation shaH may be rendered against him.
shall then pass upon the legal sufficiency of the
Parties shall be served with process as in other cases
salaries shall be
allegations. If the challenged judge does not ques«od notice of the pendency of sueh the action shall
tion the legal sufficiency of the affidavit, or if the
• be filed by the clerk of the district court with the
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Code • Co

r^*__i___.
:#,
V' justice decides.
of any cases pending on that date.
otherwisc unable to
(4) (a) Any justice or judge of a court of recorcL
Xhall serve as chief
whose election to office was effective on or before
jJoTlnconsistcnt w\{
July
1, 1985, shall hold the office. for _the
remainder.
JUIY l i l ^ O J , --MtaJi n v . - » " • _
IJtjesTto the associate
___J
___Q
_ ^
___^
___i__c_ e_^
o71hele7mlo~^hich he w a s.^ c i _e__^
^

judge to whom the affidavit is certified finds that it
is legally sufficient* another judge shall be called to
try the case or to conduct the proceeding. If the
judge to whom the affidavit is certified does not
find the affidavit to be legally sufficient, he shall
Section 41. Section
enter a finding to that effect and the challenged
Section 78-2-2, I
judge shall proceed with the case or proceeding.
alpfovlded by law atjihejeneraLd^^
repealed and reenact
(c) (i) If the prosecution or a defendant in a crialej^e^d^
minal action believes that a fair and impartial trial
^TBTXny justice or judge_oX^_^nX^Ll-!-H_l. I 78-2-2. Supreme Co
cannot be had in the jurisdiction where the action is
wtosVlSpoi^^
. 1 t i l ^ e Supreme
pending, either may, by motion, supported by an
h ^ r e h i l r u n ^ o ^ T l s subjecLio__an_^^
I answer questions of
affidavit setting forth facts, ask to have the trial of
f™lon_j_jL_i
r t e r n i - T d S t i o T a -TrTj±rxzrTZn-ZTth*
sliro^^
•
fir«.,I
g£u^ited States.
the case transferred to another jurisdiction.
j^jjSS^ertlohJ^^
~~~^2)~The Supreme
^ii] If the court is satisfied that the representations
date of the appointment.
% issue all cxtraordin;
made in the affidavit are true and justify transfer of
the case, the court shall enter an order for the whose appointment to office was effective after J u j j | j | gTwrits and proce
frsjorders, judgmen
removal of the case to the court of another jurisdi1, 1985, is subject to an unopposed retention clc^fjBjurisdiction.
ction free from sueh the objection and all records
tion as provided by law at the first general elrctioa'jjl ^ 3 ) The Supreme
pertaining to the case shall be transferred forthwith
held more than three years after the date of the^g including jurisdictio
to the court in sueh the other county. If,-ka$ed
appointment.
-/
(a)j judgment of >
thereon, the court is not satisfied that the represen*' ^ (b) cases certifiex
tations so made justify transfer of the case, the Section 40. Section Amended.
Section 78-2-1, Utah Code Annotated 1953, a s / L rourt of Appeals
court shall either enter an order denying said the
: __• A _ _ ~ I _ .
last amended by Chapter 247, Laws of Utah 1969, i$/M -_r
Court
of Appeals;
(^discipline
of la'
transfer or order a formal hearing in court to
*'M
re)
discipline of
amended to read:
(d^ final orders c
resolve the matter and receive further evidence with
:

;

ludinnuwl^

respect to suefc the alleged prejudice.
( 0 Whenever When a change of judge or place of
trial is ordered all documents of record concerning
the case shall be transferred without delay to the
judge who shall hear the case.
Section 38. Section Amended.
Section 78-1-1, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as
last amended by Chapter 77, Laws of Utah 1977, is
amended to read:
78-1-1. Courts of Justice enumerated.

ssjon;
" £ej_rma] orders ai
(i) the Public Serv
^ijjjthe State Tax (
(jjj^the Board of 5
quorum to hold court or render a decision, but ^aj%
gv) the Board of (
alone may adjourn fronvday4o-day. The
>-\b*
fv) the state engin<
(2) A justice of the Supreme Court shall be a p p . ^ (Q a final judgr
ointed initially to serve until the first general ele#
rgord holding a st;
gate unconstitution
tion held more than three years after the effective
tgtion of the Unitt
date of the appointment. Thereafter, the term ^
uatv vi
M»V —rr~
SonjH
The following are the courts of justice of this
office of a justice of the Supreme Court
^~jg) interlocutory ;
ten years and until his successor is elected or appo^
state:
mvolving a charge c
inted
and
qualified
approved
in
accordance
witfc|
(2) Qj the Supreme Court-;
(h) appeals fron
Section 20-1-7.1.
However, when any j*a*i4|
(2) the Court of Appeals;
conviction of a first
(3) the district courts?;
law, he shall retire and the office held by him shag^ "ffiorders, judgnv
(4) the circuit courts?;
become vacant.
^ _ record over which
(5) the juvenile courts?; and
(3) The justices of the Supreme Court shall electj I feve original appelh
i ^ 4 ) The Supreme
(6) the justices' courts.
chief justice from among the members of the cqufl
v
gf Appeals any
by
a
majority
vote
pf
all
justices.
The
term
of
<b|
Section 39. Section Enacted.
Annotated 1953, is office of chief justice is four years. The chte _ Jgapreme Court ha
Section 78-1-3, Utah Code
justice may not
serve successive terms. The ch y,ej-fcept for the folio*
JUSUCC may
IIV> J V I . V .
enacted to read:
^1*)firstdegree am
justice may resign from the office of chief justj) election and vc
78-1-3. Effect of act on commission and election
without resigning from the Supreme Court. T
?) reapportionme
functions.
CniCI
JU3UVV lmay
.m;
w> removed from the office ffij
chief justice
be
ISffi) retention or re
(1) At the first election of members of the judicial
chief justice by a majority vote of all justices oft
kt*;fc) general water g
council held after April 28, 1986, the effective date
Supreme Court.
*^ mt
- (fi taxation and re
of this act, election of one of the members design(4) If the justices are unable to elect a chief ju
those matters
ated by Subsection 78-3-21 (1) (d) shall be for a
within 30 days of a vacancy in that office, the
term of one year. Initial election of one of the
ociate chief justice shall act as chief justice um
feff) The Suprem
members designated by Subsections 78-3-21 (1)
chief justice is elected under this section. If
iting or denying
(d), (e), (Q, and (g) shall be for a term of two years. associate chief justice is unable or unwilling to'*
jr^lJhe review of a
Initial election of all other elected council members
as chief justice, the most senior justice shall acfl
X'flte Supreme
shall be for a term of three years. Thereafter, all
chief justice until a chief justice is elected under fl
ified to it by tr
elected council members shall be elected for terms of
section.
**
three years. The current judicial council shall con(5) In addition to the chief justice's duties
tinue in existence with full authority until the elecjj>n. 42. Section
member of .the Supreme Court, the chief justice]
tion of the members of the council as provided in
|ction 78-2-4,
additional
auties
as
provided
by
law.
Tw
this section.
Med and reenac
(6) There is created the office of associate
(2) The appellate court nominating commission
justice. The term of office of the associate
. Supreme Cc
established by Subsection 20-1-7.2 (1) may not be
justice is two years. The associate chief justice fl
>
tempore, and
convened initially prior to July 1, 1986 nor later
serve in that office no more than two succesj
) The Supreme
than September 1,1986.
terms. The associate chief justice shall be elected
(re and eviden<
(3) The provisions in this act for court jurisdicta majority vote of the members of the Supft
[and shall by r
ions may not be implemented until January 1, 1987. Court and shall be allocated duties as the r~
Courts then continue to have jurisdiction to dispose
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78-2-1. Number of justices - Term •
Retirement - Chief Justice and associate chief
justice - Selection and functions.
(1) The Supreme Court shall consist consists of?
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J^i**

gon that date.
. ,
l
JL or judge of a court of recorj
office was effective on^oT^efnfi
hold the office for the remaTngg
:h he was elected. The Ju^tjcjpQl
3n unopposed reteniion^lectii^:
at the general election imrncrj}:
expiration of the respecti^eTerm
or judge of a court of recor<j
to office was effective ^rTof
3, is subject to an u n o p j x ^ '
is provided by law at the_fifff ;<
I more than three years afterjhf •
ent.
"~"~"^:. •!
>r judge of a court of record.J
to office was effective a f t c r T j j g ; \ |
to an unopposed retentioTjeJgf^
law at the first general electjoii^J
ee years after the date o f l S ' .
amended.
tan Code Annotated 1953, as*1
pter 247, Laws of Utah 1969, fr'JL
[Slices - Term •
justice and associate chief
tnd functions.
Court shaH-eonsist consists of M
n f _ ii'Krinrv rnnil
~XTt ^rrtT&lttVTtttti

/»/\nrfUn»A *~ 'W
IVlIjIllti'tC 'ft j?«-

decides. If the chief justice is absent or
^ r w i s e unable to serve, the associate chief Justice
^jTserve as chief justice. The chief justice, where
^pl^consistent with law, may delegate responsibijfijesjcTjhe associate chief justice.
action 41. Section Repealed and Reenacted.
Action 78-2-2, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
repealed and reenacted to read:
# 4 - 2 . Supreme Court jurisdiction.
/ n T h e Supreme Court has original jurisdiction to
^ w e r questions of state law certified by a court of
[j^LJnhed States.
"TjjTThe Supreme Court has original jurisdiction to
issue all extraordinary writs and authority to issue
gfwnts and process necessary to carry into effect
j^Torders, judgments, and decrees or in aid of its
jjjnsdl^rh
(jfThT Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction,
including jurisdiction of interlocutory appeals, over:
-^Tgj^judgment o f the Court of Appeals;
(b)_cases certified to the Supreme Court by the
Court of Appeals prior to final judgment by the
^urfoTAppeals;
/cHiiscipline of lawyers;
(d) final orders of the Judicial Conduct Commi$$ion;
•^eTfinal orders and decrees in cases originating in:
(i)jhe Public Service Commission;
(H) the State Tax Commission;
jnijjhe Board of State Lands;
(iv) the Board of Oil, Gas, and Mining; and
{v)7he state engineer;
(f^jL final judgment or decree of any court of
record holding a statute of the United States or this
gate unconstitutional on its face under the Constit u t i o n ^ the United States or the Utah Constitiih

t-ofHF^nder-a-^^clsion^ but-eai j
tm-day-te-day. The
i Supreme Court shall be arm. %jjlve until the first general elec«;£
three years after the effective ]m
lent. Thereafter, the term afjrn ^__
the Supreme Court shaH-%e jfirn
s successor is eteete4~Of appoTI* (^interlocutory appeals from any court of record
approved in accordance witk j involving a charge of a first degree or capital felony;
(ft) appeals from the district court involving a
y-H^trement~age--pfOvided -by :
conviction of a first degree or capital felony; and
d thf
f>ffi<v*
h^t/t
Ku
h
i
m
fi»«H
MTC VJI tIVT iivnJ \7j iiiiti silttq
(i) orders, judgments, and decrees of any court of
record over which the Court of Appeals does not
he Supreme Court shall elect a J have original appellate jurisdiction.
ong the members o f the court
'(4) The Supreme Court may transfer to the Court
all justices. The term of the
of Appeals any of the matters over which the
four years. The chief, J Supreme Court has original appellate jurisdiction,
successive terms. The chief, j except for the following matters:
>m the office of chief justice -M
i
(a) first degree and capital felony convictions;
7i the Supreme Court.
' (b) election and voting contests;
§
:
removed from the office o f | 9 {c) reapportionment of election districts;
>rity vote of all justices of the m (d) retention or removal of public officers;
(e) general water adjudication;
unable to elect a chief justice
(Q taxation and revenue; and
tcancy in that office, the ass- "J
(g) those matters described in Subsection (3) (a)
til act as chief justice until i
through (h).
under this section. I f j M m, (5) The Supreme Court has sole discretion
is unable or unwilling to a # ;' f granting or denying a petition for writ of certiorari
ost senior justice shall act 9$'\ for the review of a Court of Appeals adjudication,
ef justice is elected under this.) tat the Supreme Court shall review those cases
certified to it by the Court of Appeals under Subsit chief justice's duties as f J ection (3) (b).
e Court, the chief justice har f
v;
ided by law.
^lf Section 42. Section Repealed and Reenacted.
the office of associate chiefM Section 78-2-4, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
office of the associate c h j e j # repealed and reenacted to read:

\m

ie associate chief justice fflajfja
> more than two successive^
lief justice shall be elected \%£
e members of the SuprenW X
located duties as the chief,; m\

78-2-4. Supreme Court • Rulemaking, judges
' pro tempore, and practice of law. ,
(1) The Supreme Court shall adopt rules of projftfare and evidence for use in the courts of the
ggfc and shall by rule manage the appellate process.

HB1Q0

The Legislature may amend the rules of procedure
and evidence adopted by the Supreme Court upon a
vote of two-thirds of all members of both houses
of the Legislature.
(2) Except as otherwise provided by the Utah
Constitution, the Supreme Court by rule may authorize retired justices and judges and judges pro
tempore to perform any judicial duties. Judges pro
tempore shall be citizens of the United States, Utah
residents, and admitted to practice law in Utah.
(3) The Supreme Court shall by rule govern the
practice of law, including admission to practice law
and the conduct and discipline of persons admitted
to the practice of law.
Section 43. Section Amended.
Section 78-2-6, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
amended to read:
78-2-6. Appellate court administrator.
•••-•'
The Supreme~Go*m appellate court administrator
shall appoint a clerk, who shall hold his office
dwing-the pleas ure-of-the-eourtr clerks and support
staff as necessary for the operation o f the Supreme
Court and the Court of Appeals. The duties of the
clerks and support staff shall be established by the
appellate court administrator, and powers established by rule of the Supreme Court.
Section 44. Section Enacted.
Section 78-2a-l, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
enacted to read:
78«2a-l. Court of Appeals.
There is created a court known as the Court o f
Appeals. The Court of Appeals is a court o f record
and shall have a seal.
Section 45. Section Enacted.
Section 78-2a-2, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
enacted to read:
78-2a-2. Number of judges - Functions - Filing
fees.
(1) The Court of Appeals consists o f seven judges.
The term of appointment to office as a judge o f the
Court of Appeals is until the first general election
held more than three years after the effective date o f
the appointment. Thereafter, the term o f office o^
a judge of the Court of Appeals is six years and
until a successor is appointed and approved under
Section 20-1-7.1.
The presiding judge of the
Court o f Appeals shall receive as additional compensation $1,000 per annum or fraction thereof for
the period served.
,
(2) The Court of Appeals shall sit and render
judgment in panels of three judges. Assignment to
panels shall be by random rotation o f all judges o f
the Court of Appeals. The court o f appeals by ruie
shall provide for the selection o f a chair for each
panel. The Court of Appeals may not sit en banc.
(3) The judges of the Court o f Appeals shall elect
a presiding judge from among the members of the
court by majority vote of all judges. The term o f
office of the presiding judge is t w o years and until a
successor is elected. A presiding judge o f the Court
o f Appeals may serve in that office no more than
two successive terms. The Court o f Appeals may by
rule provide for an acting presiding Judge to serve in
the absence or incapacity o f the presiding judge.
(4) The presiding judge may be removed from the
office o f presiding judge by majority vote o f all
judges of the Court o f Appeals. In addition to the
duties of a judge o f the Court of Appeals, the presiding judge shall:
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[§) administer the rotation and scheduling of
panels;
(b) act as liaison with the Supreme Court;
(c) call and preside over the meetings of the Court
of Appeals;
(d) carry out other duties the Supreme Court by
rule may prescribe and as may be prescribed by the
judicial council.
(5) Filing fees for the Court of Appeals are the
same as for the Supreme Court.
Section 46. Section Enacted.
Section 78-2a-3, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
enacted to read:
78-2a-3. Court of Appeals jurisdiction.
(1) The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction to issue
all extraordinary writs and to issue all writs and
process necessary to carry into effect its judgments,
orders, and decrees or in aid of its jurisdiction.
(2) The Court of Appeals has appellate jurisdiction, including jurisdiction of interlocutory appeals,
over;
(a) the final orders and decrees of state and local
agencies or appeals from the district court review of
them, except the Public Service Commission, State
Tax Commission, Board of State Lands, Board of
Oil, Gas, and Mining, and the state engineer, notwithstanding any other provision of law;
(b) appeals from the juvenile courts;
(c) appeals from the circuit courts;
(d) interlocutory appeals from any court of record
in criminal cases except those involving a charge of
a first degree or capital felony;
(e) appeals from district court in criminal cases
except those involving a conviction of a first or
capital degree felony;
(f) appeals from orders on petitions for extraordinary writs involving a criminal conviction, except
those involving a first degree or capital felony;
(g) appeals from district court involving domestic
relations cases including, but not limited to, divorce,
annulment, property division, child custody, support
and visitation, adoption, and paternity; and
(h) cases transferred to the Court of Appeals from
the Supreme Court.
(3) The Court of Appeals, upon its own motion
only and by the vote of four judges of the court,
may certify to the Supreme Court for original appellate review and determination any matter over
which the Court of Appeals has original appellate
jurisdiction.

78-3-3. Term of Judges • Vacancy.
^k* Judges of the district courts shall be appoU
nted initially until the first general election held
more than three years after the effective date of the
appointment. Thereafter, the term of office for
judges of the district courts is six years and until a
successor is elected—of appointed and e , ^ ^ ^
approved in accordance with Section 20-1-7.1,
tne
Hweve*r-^heft-a^4**^^
roaftd&tofy
f e 4 ^ ^ f ^ - t V ^ f k e - e e c e m e s vacanti The-provisions
of-th*$-^tief*~afe-^&e4i^^
the Laws of Utah 198irGhaf*er 367.

78-2a-4. Review of actions by Supreme Court,
Review of the judgments, orders, and decrees of
the Court of Appeals shall be by petition for writ of
certiorari to the Supreme Court.
Section 48, Section Enacted.
Section 78-2a-5, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
enacted to read:
78-2t-5. Location of Court of Appeals.
The Court of Appeals has its principal location in
Salt Lake City. The Court of Appeals may perform
any of its functions in any location within the state.
Section 49. Section Amended.
Section 78-3-3, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as
enacted by Chapter 75, Laws of Utah 1983, is
amended to read:
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Section 50. Section Amended.
Section 78-3-4, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as
last amended by Chapter 75, Laws of Utah 1983, is<
amended to read:

78-3-4. Jurisdiction - Transfer of cases to circuit
court - Appeals.
(lj The district court shall have has original juri- >1
sdiction in all matters civil and criminal, not exce-.'|T
pted in the Constitution and not prohibited by law*
nnn^llntA ,jnrt^/iipf\c\t\
fcrprpCrrulC
Jul JjUJvxiVll

tf&wm&raftd
Q} The district courts,—or any court judgesvhefeofr-shaW have power to issue all extraordinary
writs e£~nabeas corpus, ma-ndamus, injunction^ que .
warranto, certiorari, prohibition, and other writs
necessary to carry into effect their orders, judgment s2 and decrees, and to-give-them a getseral-eontrel
evef~4ft4er4ef~eeuftfr -and tribunals within-their- respective jurisdictions.
(3) Under the general supervision of the ehiel^
j**d$* presiding officer of the judicial council and!
subject to policies established by the judicial
council, cases filed in the district court, which are:
also within the concurrent jurisdiction of the circuit,
court, may be transferred to the circuit court by the •
presiding judge of the district court in multiple^
judge districts, or the district court judge in single,
judge districts. The transfer of these cases may be •
made upon the court's own motion or upon theil
motion of either party for adjudication. When an*
order is made transferring a case, the court mysO^j
shall transmit the pleadings and papers to the circui||
court to which the case is transferred. The circuit^
court shall have has the same jurisdiction as if th*|
case had been originally commenced in the circuit]
court and any appeals from final judgments shall-:!

I

r u n V%« t1\ t K * Alctrl

Section 47. Section Enacted.
Section 78-2a-4, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
enacted to read:

as last amended by t
1983, is amended to rea.
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78 4 ll—unless the Supreme Court

by writ ofc

Supreme Court of Appeals.
(4) Appeals from the final orders, judgments, an<.
decrees of the district court are under Sections 78-1
2and78-2a-3.
;

« - • »

78-3-20. Definition of t<
Administrator Act.
As used in this act:
(1) "Administrator"
the courts appointed p
(2) "Administrator o
that person appointed
10.
(3) "Conference" m
judicial conference es
27.
(4) 'Council* means
shed by sec4iefl~3$-3-2
the Utah Constitution.
(5) 'Courts* mean di
justfees1 all courts of tl
of record and not of reco
Section 53. Section Ame
Section 78-3-21, Uta
as last amended by CI
1983, is amended to read:

78-3-21. Judicial council
- Terms and election Reports.
(1) There4s-created a*
k#owfl~-a$-~the The ju
established by Article ^
Constitution, shall be c
members:
(a) the chief justice of
ef^"Wreme~4eufH«5i
justice^
(b) one member elect
Supreme Court;
(c) one niember^elected
of Appeals;
(b) (d} Fouf three mer
of the district courts;
fc) (e) One-~memoef tv
judges of the circuit courts
W £Q One-member tv
judges of the juvenile cour
(e) (g] Gne-membef tv
i*^H»^ifce^u$tk*s^
and
(f) (h) the president o;
designee of the Utah Stat
«t sits as an ex officio n
shall have has no vote.
(2) (a) The chief j *
Supreme Court shall a<
?ffaer of the councilr-sk
»-*ec4ioa-3$-3-25 and c
for the courts. The chieJ

-

^

v v v

« «

«•<•>»

. H {jjlgase of a tie.
Section 51. Section Amended.
Jb) All voting members
Section 78-3-19, Utah Code Annotated 195J|
for two three-year terms
as last amended by Chapter 156, Laws of Uta
feftftfeefMesisnated by su
1983, is amended to rpd:
y^V^he^ftit4l-^etm-of-t
j^**M>y^ttfes«etion (i) <
78-3-19. Purpose of Court Administrator Act.
*fi&ftMef«M>f the remaim
The purpose of this act is to create an administi
ative system for district,- circuit, juvenile, and juft
ices1 all courts of this state, subject to central dif
ction by a the judicial council, which will to enafc.
these courts to provide uniformity and coordinate
in the administration of justice.
Section 52. Section Amended.
Section 78-3-20, Utah Code Annotated

195

*&****H^^

tef!

^-«f^ljese--ffiembefs~
^«Wr*^(e}-s„
^T^m-tlw-effeettve-da™* e * 5 *f * council me
MilgjL^LQtherwise fail to
^JgPlopriatc constitu<
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as last amended by Chapter 156, Laws of Utah
j983, is amended to read:

member to complete the term of office.
gcancy.
(c) Elections shall be held during-tM-ar+ffual-^uJ
ict courts shall_bc_appoU
&ai-~GOftfefeiiee under rules promulgated by the
78-3-20. Definition of terms In Court
irst general election helg
judicial council.
Administrator Act.
;r the effective daTToTthj
(3) The council shall—be is responsible for the
TThc term of officTTToif
As used in this act:
ts is six years and until a
(1) "Administrator" means the administrator of development of uniform administrative policy for
courts throughout the state. The ciief-judge
appointed and §u-aUfied
the courts appointed pursuant to Section 78-3-23. the
s a
** ^~k* presiding officer of the judicial council is
with Section 20-1-7.L"
(2) "Administrator of the juvenile court" means
^ -f^a«h«--t^e—maftdat^fy
that person appointed pursuant to Section 78-3a responsible for the implementation of the policies
developed by the council and for the general manby—lawy-fhot judge -shaft
10.
%es -vaean^Phe-ff0v%ieftt
(3) "Conference* means the annual statewide agement of the courts with the aid of the administive-mfeaet+ve—as-of-the
judicial conference established by Section 78-3 rator. The council shaU—have has the foHewing
powersrdufies and responsibilities to:
f ^4*aiHef^-4:Hle--4Vby
27.
(a) establish and assure compliance with policies
i|Hef-3^7
(4) "Council" means the judicial council establi- for the operation of the courts, including uniform
shed by section 78 3 21 Article VIH, Sec. 12 of rules and forms for practice and procedure? consised.
:
the Utah Constitution.
:ode Annotated 1953, a$
tent with law and the provisions of this actr; and
(5) "Courts* mean distftetr^rewtr-ffcwmte* ami
75, Laws of Utah 1983, fc
(b) publish and submit to the governor, the chief
justices*- all courts of this state including all courts justice of the Supreme Court, and the Legislature,
of record and not of record.
an annual report of the operations of the courts,
jfer of cases to circuit .*.
Section 53. Sectioa Amended.
which shall include financial and statistical data and
Section 78-3-21, Utah Code Annotated 1953, may include suggestions and recommendations for
aH-have has original juri*
as last amended by Chapter 156, Laws of Utah legislation.
..•.•-'
il and criminal, not excej983, is amended to read:
(4) The judicial council shall by rule establish
nd not prohibited by lawjV
yM 78-3-21. Judicial council - Creation - Members
standards for judicial competence and by rule impfr-a41—inferior courts cmd
lement a formal program for the evaluation of
>^>mfol-ef4be-&ame.
- Terms and election - Responsibilities judicial performance, the goal of which is to
r,—of—any court judges
Reports.
to issue all extraordinary
(1) There 4s-efeat«d ^n-Ofganization which si -be improve the performance of individual judges and
the judiciary as a whole. Not fewer than 90 days
aftdafm^r4niufjetienT-^id
known--as—the The judicial council, andHbmeflr and other writs
established by Article VIH, Sec. 12 of the Utah prior to retention election the judicial council shall
feet their orders, judgm*
Constitution, shall be composed of the following publish whether a judge standing for retention election has met the evaluation criteria during his term
ive-them-a-general control
members:
Hbtmab- within their resp»
(a) the chief justice of the Supreme Court of-Ufah of office.
(5) The council shall establish standards for the
operation of the courts of the state, including, but
supervision of the chief * jtBttee;
the judicial council and .
(b) one member elected by the justices of the not limited to, standards for facilities, support services, and staff levels for judicial and support perblished by the judicial .
Supreme Court;
district court, which are'J
(c) one member elected by the judges of the Court sonnel.
jurisdiction of the circuit
ofAppeals;
Section 54. Section Amended.
to the circuit court by the
(b) {d} Fot*r three members elected by the judges
Section 78-3-22, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
tistrict court in multiple
of the district courts;
as Tasf amended by Chapter 156, Laws of Utah
rict court judge in single
(e) {ej One-member two members elected by the 1983, is amended to read:
fer of these cases may be
judges of the circuit courts;
wn motion or upon the
(d) {f} One-member two members elected by the 78-3-22. Chief judge - Compensation - Duties.
(1) The chief justice of the Supreme Court of
adjudication. When an
judges of the juvenile courts;
I a case, the court musV
(e) (&} One-member two members elected by the Utah shall serve as the chief judge and chairman
i and papers to the circuit
judges of the justices-courts justices of the peace; presiding officer of the judicial council, tf-the chief
justice elects not to serve or fails to serve, the voting
transferred. The circuit
and
ame jurisdiction as if the
W (h) the president of the Utah State Bar or a
The ehief
;ommenced in the circuit
designee of the Utah State Bar president, who shall
?m final judgments shall
sk sits as an ex officio member of the council and fl*4& presiding officer shall receive as additional
compensation the sum of $1,000 per annum or fra^-provided for in sectioa
shall have has no vote.
,. t,
.
erne—Gow*~oy writ of
(2) (a) The chief judge, who justice of the ction thereof for the period served.
(2) The chief judge shall have supervision of
e—appeal—heard by the j Supreme Court shall act as ehairman presiding
• i* 9officer of the council, shall be selected as-provided presiding officer of the judicial council shall supervise the courts to ensure uniform adherence to law
al orders, judgments, and f is-sec-u
and chief administrative officer
•t are under Sections 78*1^1 for the courts. The chief justice shall vote only in and to the rules and forms adopted by the council
and to promote the proper and efficient functioning
the case of a tie.
£b) All voting members of the council shall serve of the courts and. The presiding officer of the
for two three-year terms. The-iftitial term of the council may issue such orders as may-be necessary
Code Annotated 1953,
to assure compliance with uniform administrative
pter 156, Laws of VtAj gefftbers designated-hy-subsection (l)(a) shall be one practices and procedures.
v>
ycafr-the-initial
term
of
two
of-the
members
desig* v rA
;'/V^/\
' ! ;'
ftated-by- subsection (1) (b) shall be one year, the Section 55. Section Amended.
Administrator Act. ,.,/}£?_ Wlflfll t a y m r\C • !>« r f t f w f t i w i w n m M T l K f r f n t^C 1 it f> f> I <Vl V\\l
Section 78-3-24, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
is to create an adminhuSgi ntniQi t c i t i i v i lire !T. j nut tin jg i i i v i i i t r d 9 ucaigTiutvu vj as last amended by Chapter 156, Laws of Utah
a&section~(H~(b)-shall
b*
two
years,
and
the
initial
ifcuit, juvenile, and jufr -*
1983, is amended to read:
- L
e, subject to central dif£** i terms—©4—tnose—memoers—oesignuteo oy suosection
78-3-24. Administrator of the courts ? Power*, x. / 1
ncii, which will to enabk . B)(c), (l)(d), and (IKo) shall be one year. The first
tteon-^-eouncil- members-shall occur within 60
dudes, and responsibilities,
"•
: . ,,
formity and coordinate |
lays from- the effective -date of -this aet^—Thereafter,
(1) Under the general supervision of. the^ehlef
ice.
J&k fteetions If a council member should die, resign,
judge presiding officer of the judicial council and
•:$T
J £foc» or otherwise fail to complete a term of office, within the policies established by the council, the
ed.
Code Annotated 195VJ |)e appropriate constituent group shall elect a
t:
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administrator shaH-beve has the following powers-?
duties? and responsibilities to:
(a) organize and administer ail of the nonjudicial
activities of the courts;
(b) assign, supervise, and direct the work of the
nonjudicial officers of the courts;
(c) implement the standards, policies, and rules
established by the council;
(d) formulate and administer a system of personnel administration, including in-service training
programs;
(e) prepare and administer the state judicial
budget, fiscal, accounting, and procurement activities? for the operation of the distT^etH^Htmr-wc^Ht
eewtSr- and juvenile courts of record, and assist
justices* courts in their budgetary* fiscal, and accounting procedures;
( 0 conduct studies of the business of the courts,
including the preparation of recommendations and
reports relating to them;
(g) develop uniform procedures for the management of court business, including the management
of court calendars;
(h) maintain liaison with the governmental and
other public and private groups having an interest in
the administration of the courts;
(i) establish uniform policy concerning vacations
and sick leave for judges and nonjudicial officers of
the courts;
0*) establish uniform hours for court sessions
throughout the state and may, with the consent of
the chief- judge presiding officer of the judicial
council, call and appoint retired justices of the
Stfpfeme Courts or retired judges of-the district,
-active-juvenile-ore? or judges of courts of record to
serve temporarily as & Court of Appeals, district
court, juvenile court, or circuit judge court judges
and fix reasonable compensation for such their services;
(k) schedule trials or court sessions and designate
a judge to preside at these trials or court sessions;
(1) change the county for trial of any case if no
party to the litigation files timely objections to this
change;
(m) assign judges within courts and throughout
the state, and reassign cases to judges;
(n) organize and administer a program of continuing judicial education including a program of
annual training for justices of the peace as provided
by Section 78-5-27; and
(0) perform other duties as assigned to him by the
entcf judge or presiding officer of the council.
Section 56. Section Amended.
Section 78-3-25, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 156, Laws of Utah
1983, is amended to read:
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79-3-25. Assistants for administrator of the
courts • Appointment of trial court executives.
(1) The administrator of the courts, with the
approval of the chief judge or presiding officer of
the council, shall be is responsible for the establishment of positions and salaries of such assistants as
ar-e necessary to enable him to perform the powers
and duties vested in him by this act, including the
positions of appellate court administrator, district
court administrator, circuit court administrator,
juvenile court administrator, and justices' court
administrator, whose appointments shall be made by
the administrator of the courts with the concurrence
of the respective boards as established by the

:/§

Co<k#Co
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council.
(2) The-ofe$ie^-JAidge--w4tl*-a--€Of^
majority~-of-t he --judges-of- the ^jtek+r-or ~t he-district
fudge-4n-a-^mgle-jttdge--distfict?---may-appoint -neeess-ary -support ^^nr^4m;4tidmg T Hrial-couft exee-itfIves,—research -derits-.-and --sec-re^fcfiaL-afld-clericaJ
per-sonnel-to provlde-adrmmstf at-wer-managerial--and *f
clerical-swppor-t-for-t he district -eowt*^ Appointment
of-the support -personnel -shaH-be-subject-to-btKJgeta*y-4imitfltion*r—The—presiding-jwdge-m—HH*UJ
j^ge-o%tfictvo*-tl^ district ^
dfstf ictSr-^hall-pFescfibe -the- -dirtiev-and-swperwe-tne
activities—of•Hne--st*ppoft--^f5onflek
The district
court administrator, with the concurrence of the
presiding judge of a district or the district court •
judge in single judge districts, may appoint in each !
district a trial court executive. The trial court exe-1
cutive may appoint, subject to budget limitations4 •
necessary support personnel including clerks, resev*J
arch clerks, secretaries, and other persons required
to carry out the work of the court. The trial court
executive shall supervise trie work of all nonjudicial
court staff and serve as administrative officer of the
.<M
district.

ether provisio

Section 57. Section Amended.
Section 78-3-27, Utah Code Annotated 1953,0
as enacted by Chapter 202, Laws of Utah 1973, is
amended to read:

Section 59. Se
Section 78
as enacted by
amended to re

78-3-27. Annual judicial conference.
(1) There shaH-be is established an annual judicialS|
conference for all courts of this state, the purpose ]jB
of which shail-be is to facilitate the exchange ot§t
ideas among all courts and judges and to study andijs
improve the administration of the courts.
*
(2) The administrator of the courts and the adm^
inistrator of the juvenile courts, under the supei ^
sion and direction of their respective council a n f l j
board, shaU-be are responsible for the planning and
supervision of the conference.
(3) All elections provided in this act shall be
conducted during the annual judicial conference.
e^eot-4he~4nitiaf-elections 4f- $aid-con ferenc-e~is -not
held~w4tnift~sixty days from^ne~effec4lve-4a4e-of-tl^

78-3a-3. Estat
Organ izatio
(1) There i
eeufHo-be-kfH
(2) The ju
record, shall 1
referees shall
and affirmatk
equal status w

J
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Section 58. Section Amended.
^
Section 78-3-29, Utah Code Annotated 1953/:
as enacted by Chapter 75, Laws of Utah 1983, &
amended to read:
j|
78-3-29. Presiding judge - Election - Term ||
Compensation - Powers - Duties.
J|
In judicial districts having more than one judged
the district court judges of the district shall elect oi
of their number to the office of presiding judge]
The presiding judge shall act in that capacity for 1
term of not less fewer than two years. The-pfe4gj
ding judge-elected in In districts comprised of fi\g
or more than five distfict-judges-will of the folio
wing full-time positions; judge, court commissi
oner, referee, or hearing officer, the presiding 'juSj
shall receive an additional SI,000 per annum J
compensation. The presiding judge of eaertV*
chnll
Kh^'tn vtftu
fhftroA
31
rurt T^J^n
g ? v<tf
t i.

the judicial-district and-skaH-have has the followt|
pewefSr-dtities, and authority and responsibility;
consistent with the policies of the judicial council:
(1) implementing policies of the judicial council;
t (2) exercising powers and performing administr
tive duties as authorized by the judicial council;
i\) (3} management—of managing the jucJk
business of, the district mek
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•* 'f^u-Se^ed^mg-of-^rialsor -court—sessions- ~m4 Each candidate-shall bf~a «%ember~of-the4^ah-^tate
'-*.&' ^f^4f^-a4^ge-4o-pfeside-at-fhe$e -tf ktfsor cotm Bar~ m -good—standi^gT- -shall be—choseft-^vithout

ttfl-a-eoneufFeft
? '-d&fiefr-OF-tfcerkt-r-m*
* ^ (4) calling and presiding over meetings of the
:
^^^rHriaUeettff^R™ f J?^G^ibe district judges; and
s ^ r e t a f 4 a 4 ^ m ^ ^ | | &^jp&\$temmtift% -the-polkies-of Hhe4«<3k4al~dist-tWiverHnafM^eria|^2f»4
^ - e o w ^ - A p p o i f l t f S ^ ^^es-and-foffRS fof^ac4k«-anditfoeeo ufe T H^
^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ - M o ^ ^ | V4- * k^sistenf -witk-the -pubiished-polieies -of-fhe-JHjdi^^ncil^nd-wHh-lawi
^ingjudge—in- ^*
4 j y d ^ ^ f v ^ m ^ ^ g ^ 45) supervising the preparation and management
luties-aod -soper*i$^22' -}m 1 the county eoum-distriet budget f for the district
*sofmek I h e _ d i s l S ; ^ courts*
ie C 0 n ^ u r r € n c e 3 r ^ -g. '"j£p£ s4ablishir^-^hedu4es--e^n€^-m^--va€atiom
t or the d i s t r g r ^ g " ^^trntting-^ducation prograim--fof~ft*dges~aad
s may appoimir77g3ffj§ ^u<^k-ia4-officers-of-the court;

— ^ nc ^^Q^pe^VM

to budget llrrniatTSny'M
including^lerksTggj ^
2i!^I_£^sons3iui^fi :
court, the triaTa5g,jjj§
•vork of alljr^njuggg-^
ni strati ve offic^rofl|g :|
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Jp^-Supervising and directing—the—work of all
j
g@ftjydk-ia4- -personnel—prov4ding—*er *4ec~-for~-4he
^fr-inehKiing tne t f *°* G<>"rt executive;
^JV^!ifh--4he--€eneuf^ence of a-Hfagjeriiy-ef-tfec
^^--jiHJges of ihe-distfiet, issuing such orders-as
^-be—necessary- to assure compliance—with—the
^v4sieRS of -sections—7&-?-25—mid 78-7-26 and
L^-pfO¥isions^4a^-v-a^pii€ab4e-te judges.

&*m
ode Annotated 1953
Laws of Utah 1973, & M

Action 59. Section Amended.
Section 78-3a-3, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
# enacted by Chapter 165, Laws of Utah 1965, is
fended to read:

rence.
" ^4
hed an annual judicial^!
this state, the purpose!
fitate the exchange olfcf
dges and to study a n | C
he cou ts.
$;?
e courts and the adnffg!
ts, under the supci
'
espective council
: for the planning an<j^

j$-3a-3. Establishment of juvenile court •
Organization and status of court.
m There is established for the state of-Utah a
00afHo-be~Jtfrawfv_a5-the juvenile court.
j2) The juvenile court shall be is a court of
record, shall have a seal, arid its judges, clerks, and
jefcrees shaU have the power to administer oaths
jad affirmations. The juvenile court shall be is of
equal status with the district courts of the stater-and

in this act shall be*";
il judicial conference'^;
said -conference-is- -not 1
e-e4^4v-e-~da4e~of-thii
*i•

%

' 'M
>de Annotated 1953, ;v
aws of Utah 1983, it;*
, *Tt

tioo - Term -

;fn;

J ties.

fM

more than one judged
district shall elect on«[
e of presiding judge^v
in that capacity for a i
wo years. Tbe~i>r^;Jf
cts comprised of fivs{T
tees~-wiH of the foilfrf1
Iget court commissi-! 'i
?r, the presiding judg?:A
1,000 per annum as ^
judge of-eaeh district
inistratfrve-matters fqfr- !
rave has the following | |
and responsibilities^^
e judicial council: : ' ™
1e judicial council; .> m
?rforming administra*udicial council;
, JV,
anaging the judicial;^
-court calendars;

1

m
m

gypreme-Gotfft. The^udges of the-jttveniiecowt
^aJi-^eceive-the-same-^akries, and~-e*pease~paynv
,
en{5,~that~4rie~4uo ges-of--the--^^
!H>4ef^e6e^f4aw^ftd-any-amendments-4hereto.
Section 60. Section Amended.
Section 78-3a-5, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
jt$ last amended by Chapter 83, Laws of Utah 1985,
jsamendedtoread:
7l-3a-5. Judges of juvenile court - Number Full-time service.
(1) Unless otherwise provided by law, there shaU
be is one judge for each juvenile court district
except that District 1 shall have has three, District 2
shall have has four, and District 3 shall have has
two judges.
QUI l l l £

tilC

VCIfll

tices law. All juvenile court
judges shall serve in full-time positions.
Section 61. Section Amended.
Section 78-3a-«, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by Chapter 39, Laws of Utah 1982, is
tmended to read:
7S-3a-S. Judges of juvenile court •
Appointments - Terms.
jadge of a juvenile- court or upon the expiration of
(he term of any judge of a juvenile court, the gov
eraof-snall appoint with the advice and consent of
the-senate-a-judgc from a list of at least two candi-

r^ar^-~to-poUtkai ~a^fliimiofr,-af^-ofv-4he-basis-of
ebflityr-jud kkl-4empei-ai^efHT-a<^-s
for-j^i ve^ile-courtr-wefkr~tai(mg-4nto -censidefatiofl
his- - mterest^-understandifigr -«*d -c^p«i4efvoe---with
respect-to problems o f family ond <hM welfafe r afid
with -fe5peet-4o-4he-^OfH^ol of^^enile-de4mott*eneyT
T£e -concoHeflce-of~at~4east ^hree--fnefT>befs--of-tbe
coffHnissiori-s4ia4i-oe-^o^ir^-4o-in^^
under-tlHs^ectioftT
(3) Judges of the juvenile court shall be appointed
for-a-term-of initially to serve until the first general
election held more than three years after the effective date of the appointment. Thereafter, the term
of office of a judge of a juvenile court is six years
and until their- successors are a successor is appointed and have qualified approved under Section 20
1-7.1. tf-v^ca^eies-oceuf—before the expiration of
tr^e-4et4a-of-any-4^ge7—appointments to fill such
vacaneies-shaU-be -made- -for - a-six-year te^fflr—~ItwefHle-eotH:t--jtfdges-legaily-m office on the effective
date-of -this- act- shaii-comifHie-ifr~office--tHHii-4he
ter^n-for-whieh^-tl^y-^vei^e-^ppoin^
shall be eligible for reappointment as provided in
subsection-(4>r—44owever-r-wherf-ariy judge reochcs
tfre--mandatofy~^4refflefH~age~ provided by -law, he
sr^aii-retif^afid-his-te^TO^all^x^ireT
(^T^e--govcrflOf--rfm y-appoint -fr^udge-ofv-a-temporary -basis--opon--s-ubffliss4onH>f--at-^ast-4^ names
by-the commission, when a judge is temporarily
dis^bted^or^r--afty~ot4^-rea50fv-ttr^^
to-pe^form-t^e-dut4e^of4iis-officeT
( 4 H f ihe case load rises-significantly in any district- due to a sudden influx of~population or for
other reasons, the governor may appoint an additional judge upon nominations made by the commission as provided in subsection (1) of this section*
otH tne increase • in—tne^—numoer-of—juoges—snail—not
become-oefmanent unless it-4s-approved by the legis4at^re^4ts-nex4-session-r
(5>-The- salaries-ot^temp
f^ei^y--appoifrte«s^-^a4i-be--tr^e--saine-as
Section 62. Section Amended.
Section 78-3a-10, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 83, Laws of Utah 1983,
is amended to read:
78-3a-10. Board of juvenile court judgesPresiding judge - Members - Organization -\ Powers and duties.
(I) (a) AH of the juvenile court judges, except
temporary judges, shail constitute a board of juvenile court judges. The board shall annually elect one
of its members to serve as the presiding judge and
chairman of the board. Board meetings shair be
held at stated times as determined by the board, but
in any event once every three months, or on call of
the chairman. The board shall consider and deal
with problems that have arisen in connection with
the operation of the juvenile courts in arty district or
in all districts, in order to improve the administration of juvenile justice in t,he state. •. • .'* , > . -»
(b) The boaVcf shall establish general policies for
the operation of the juvenile courts and shall formulate uniform rules and forms governing practice
an4-proeedwe, consistent with the provisions of this
act, the policies adopted by of the judicial council,
and any rules that may be promulgated by of the
Supreme Court for the juvenile court.
•
(c) The board shall publish and submit to the
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governor, the chief justice of the Supreme Court,
and the Legislature, an annual report of the operations of the juvenile court, which shall include financial and statistical data and may include suggestions and recommendations for legislation.
(d) The board is authorized to receive and expend
any funds which may become available from the
Federal Government to carry out any of the purposes of this act, and to this end the board may meet
any federal requirements which may be conditions
precedent to receiving such federal funds. The board
may cooperate, with the Federal Government in a
program for training personnel employed or preparing for employment by the juvenile court, and
may receive and expend funds from federal or state
sources or from private donations for such these
purposes. The board may contract with public or
nonprofit institutions of higher learning for the
training of such personnel, may conduct short
term training courses of its own and may hire
experts on a temporary basis for sack this purpose,
and may cooperate with the Division of ^Family
Services and other state departments or agencies in
personnel training programs.
(e) The board may contract, on behalf of the state
of—Utah? juvenile court, with the United States
Forest Service or other agencies or departments of
the Federal Government, or with agencies or departments of other states, for the care and placement
of children adjudicated under this act.
( 0 The powers to contract and expend funds shall
be are subject to budgetary control and procedures
as provided by law.
(2) The presiding-fo^ shall hove authority-to-sct
fodgg^4e--ot&€f^isu4el*T-*^^
Seetiea-TS
3a-6; and the presiding judge shall-have chairman
has general supervision of the juvenile courts to
ensure uniform adherence to law and to the rules
and forms adopted by the board, and to promote
the proper and efficient functioning of the juvenile
courts, subject to the policies adopted by the judicial council and the supervisofy—pewefs of the
2>ujpre^ne~^.-0Uft.
(3) In districts having more than one judge, the
juvenile court judges of the district shall elect one of
their number to the office of presiding judge. The
presiding judge shall act in that capacity for a term
of not fewer than two years. In districts comprised
of five or more of the following full-time positions; judges, court commissioners, referees, or
hearing officers, the presiding judge shall receive an
additional $1,000 per annum as compensation. The
presiding judge has the following authority and
responsibilities, consistent with policies of the judicial council:
(a) implementing policies of the judicial council;
(b) exercising powers and performing administrative duties as authorized by the judicial council;
(c) managing the judicial business of the district;
and
(d) calling and presiding over meetings of judges
of the district.
Section 63. Section Amended.
Section 78-3a-ll, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 156, Laws of Utah
1983, is amended to read:
78-3a«n. Administrator of the juvenile court •
Appointment - Qualifications - Powers and
duties.
With the approval of the board, the pfes&mg

9fT~~
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Oxk*cV

Cede • Co

tr^^y**
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jiKi^e administrator of the courts shall appoint i^
chief administrative officer of tKe~board, who shal^^l
have the title of administrator of the juvenile cour^|l
and-shail -sefve at-4he p4ea$ure-e4:~th«-board. The m
administrator shall be selected on the basts of pro;'7?]
fessional ability and experience in the field of public?:
administration and shall possess an understanding of"
court procedures as well as of the nature and signV*j
ficance of probation services and other court serv;\|
ices. He shall devote his full time and attention t^O
the duties of his officer~and sha& -r«ee4v*-a-sa&r^ v j
de4«miined ~by~tne-beafd. Under-~the-geri€fal-^up^ J
rvisien-of-th*-presiding f ^ g ^ - a * ^ - ^ ^ Within thfJI
policies established by the board and judicia) X
council, the administrator shall prepare the budget3
for the juvenile court and submit it to the admirtfeyL
trator of the courts for inclusion in the state judictf^*
budget; make recommendations to the p*
i^dge chairman for improvements in court admin^
stration and court services; provide supervision arii
consultation to district staffs regarding the adminj;.i
stration of court services, recruitment of personnel^
in-service training, and fiscal management; appoint
necessary personnel to assist him in performing hi$,_
duties, with the approval of the-presiding-j^dg<|«
coordinate court services with the services of tnejr
state department of public welfare and of otherl
agencies, both public and private, who deal wi$ j
children; compile necessary statistics and statistical
studies and prepare the annual report; and perforta
such other duties as may-be assigned by-the-pfesptj
dmgj**dge.
*;Jq
Section 64. Section Amended.
"%
Section 78-3a-12, Utah Code Annotated 195)^
as last amended by Chapter 83, Laws of Utah 198V
is amended to read;
, ~.\
78-3*42. Director of court services •
Appointment - Duties.
, ^
£1} The administrator of the juvenile court, witl^j
the approval of the judge of each district or th§1
jttdges-where the court has more than-ene presiding^
judge of multiple judge districts, shall appoint j
director of court services for the each district. Th*^
director of court services?-with the-appfoyal-of-^^,
fttdge~of~4h«~jttdg^s of the district shall appoinl ' j S
clerk of the court, deputy court clerks,' p'robatidip
officers, and other persons as may be required^
carry out the work of the court.
(2) The director of court services shall supei
the work of all nonjudicial court staff of the disti
and serve as administrative officer of the district.
(3) The clerk shall keep a record of court proc|||
edings and shall ha** has power to issue all procejbj
and notice required.
. , $;

m

Section 65. Section Amended.
Section 78-3a-51, Utah Code Annotated 19$
as enacted by Chapter 165, Laws of Utah 1965(
amended to read:
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Procedure.
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(1) An appeal to the Supreme Court of J
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i
1

xg -*aft>e maimer- as -in -the -district- -court.- - -The -juvLfle-^***1-shall transmit -any- social-s4Uiiy-and f^port
^a^ +rv-the ease-to~4he~SupfefBe-Cotm- The attoro*y S e n e r a ' s n a ^ represent the state in all appeals
^der this act.
n\ Unless the juvenile court stays its order, the
uendency of an appeal shall does not stay the order
or decree appealed from in a children's case, unless
otherwise ordered by the Suoreme Court of
Appeals, if suitable provision for the care and
J^tody of the child involved is made pending the
jppeal. Whefe-4he-er^er—0f-decree appealed-from
^ets-a-c^afl ge - o f 4ega4-cu5tody--of -a-^ehfJdf -the
^peal-shaft be hear-d -arid—decided at the-earnest
gfaetk-afete-tiffie^ The name of the child shall may
Jot appear on the record on appeal.
Section 66. Section Enacted.
. .
Section 78-4-7.5, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
jjenacted to read:. . .
#4-7.5. Circuit court jurisdiction.
The circuit court has jurisdiction to hear trials de
po'vcTof the judgments of the justices* courts.
Cation 67. Section Amended.
,
Section 78-4-10,. Utah Code Annotated .1953,
js last amended by Chapter 76, Laws of Utah 1983,
is amended to read:
.
.
r

pie to the~parttes j»
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Section 71. Section Repealed and Reenacted.
Section 78-4:27, Utah Code Annotated .1953,
as last amended by Chapter 76, Laws of Utah 1983,
is repealed and reenacted to read:

78-4-11. Appeal to Court of Appeals - County
attorneys to represent state, city attorneys to
represent municipalities.
Appeals Except as otherwise directed by Section
78-2-2, appeals from final civil and criminal
judgments of the circuit courts shaft-be are to the
femet—eowt-o44fre~-)*K&^al district in which the
eeuft—ffOfn—whkh- the- -appeal-is taken—is—located
Court of Appeals. Appeak-ftonv-ejfeuit-courts shall
fee-on-theHreeord on appeal as~fffovide44ft-the-di5tnet-and circuitH^lev^^fac4ieeT-arHi-4hefe-5lHtll~^

73-4-27. Circuit courts presiding judge - .
Dection, compensation, and duties.
In circuits having'more than one judge, the circuit
court judges shall elect one of their number to the
office of presiding judge. The presiding judge shall
act in that capacity for a term of not fewer than two
years. In circuits comprised of five or more of the
following full-time positions; judges, court commissioners, referees, or hearing officers, the presiding judge shall receive an additional $1,000 per
annum as compensation. The presiding judge has
the following authority and responsibilities consistent with the policies of the judicial council:
(1) implementing policies of the judicial council;'
(2) exercising powers and performing administrative duties as authorized by the judicial council;^.
(3) managing the judicial business of the circuit;
and
(4) calling and presiding over meetings of the
judges of the circuit.
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78*4-13. Appointment and terms of circuit
judges.
- w
Judges of the circuit courts shall be appointed
initially until the first general election held more
than three years after the effective date of the appointment. Thereafter, the term of office of the
judges of the circuit court is six years and until a
successor is appointed and approved under Section
20-1-7.i.

Section 68. Section Amended.
Section 78-4-11, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
is last amended by Chapter 76, Laws of Utah 1983,
is amended to read:.
. . .
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Section 69. Section Repealed and Reenacted.
Section 78-4-13, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as enacted by.Chapter 77, Laws of Utah 1977, is
repealed and reenacted to read:

78-4-16. Judges may hold court in any circuit •
Effect. Any circuit judge' in the state, upon request by the
state court administrator and with the approval of
the c-hieT-^udge presiding officer of the judicial
council, may-hold a circuit court in any county or
any municipality where a circuit court has been
established. The judge holding the court shall have
has the same powers as the resident judge of the
circuit.

Tl^4^g^~^~i*^3€~^Uea^
dfctfiet-shaii
presekbe-fttles-fef -the-time and manrref~of-taktBg
appeals—not—inconsistent—with—rales-promulgated
by~4he~Utah Supreme Court or provi$iOftfr-of-4aw
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of-law-claimed-to have—been--cornmit4e4-an4~4he
relief -sou ght .-—-The fecof4 -on -aopeal -need-not -he
trans£f4bed--e*«ttpl-^^he~--d&fk4--€otof^
upon -its—own- - motion- or -uoon -motion-of- -eifhef
pafty-.-Opinions-shall- be-wrH4er+-i£-in 4he4u4g^ne«4
or^^-distrkt-c^ff^-wfitten-^
public—interest; U-4s~4he -duty-of-4he The county
attorney to shall represent the interests of the state
as public prosecutor' in any criminal appeals from
the circuit court to 4he^s4fk^eoufti-a^4f~is~the
duty-of-eity. City attorneys to shall represent the
interests of municipalities in any appeals from
circuit courts to-dtstriet -courts involving violations
of municipal ordinances.

7&4-10. Number of judges for each circuit.
• There shall be one circuit judge in the first circuit;
two circuit judges in the second circuit; five circuit
judges in the third circuit; three circuit judges in the
fourth circuit; 14 circuit judges in the fifth circuit;
one circuit judge in the sixth circuit; one circuit
judge in the seventh circuit; five circuit judges in
the eighth circuit; two circuit judges in the ninth
circuit; one circuit judge in the tenth circuit; one
circuit judge in the eleventh circuit; and one circuit
judge in the twelfth circuit. The—gov-er: or—shall
sppomwhree -judges--for the fifth—eirc-uk and-one
jtie^e^or~4l^eigrrth^4re-ui*^
4 T 49&3T-to
keld-offic-e-~until their—^ueeessors are—du4y—elected
lad^ualtfied afH^ge^ef^e4eet4on4n-498^
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Section 70. Section Amended.
Section 78-4-16, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 90, Laws of Utah 1981,
is amended to read:

Section 72. Section Amended. .
„ - . , ...
Section 78-4-28, Utah Code Annotated- 1953,
as last amended by Chapter 21, Laws of Utah 1985,
is amended to read:
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78-4-28. Trial court executives - Qualifications
• Appointment - Duties.
In circuits with sufficient workload to require it, a
trial court executive may be appointed for the circuit
by the circuit court administrator with the concurr.
ence of the presiding judge of the circuit, with the
a ppfova!--of -a -majorky^-of-fhe judges--ef-the-eifctHt
to be in charge of all administrative services for the
circuit court at the trial level. The trial court executive shall be selected on the basis of professional
qualifications and serve full-time in this position.
Unde^4he™a^thoflty"0f-"the-jiJdges--of the-court-and
a*--directed-%y^he--pfesidmg-4*}dge~-4he The court
executive wi41~be is responsible for:
(1) appointment of the clerk of the court in each
primary location and approval of the selection of
clerical employees made by the clerk of the court;
(2) management of the court's calendar;
(3) direct supervision and management of all staff
services, including the clerk of court, courtroom
clerks and bailiffs, law clerks, and secretaries;
(4) administration of court-affiliated caseworkers, professionals such as doctors arid psychologists
retained or utilized by the court to perform diagnostic or consultative functions, and all other comparable officials;
(5) personnel, financial, and records administration, subject to the standards of the judicial council;
(6) secretarial services* for meetings of the judges;
(7) liaison with local government, bar associations, news media, and general public;
(8) management of physical facilities and equipment and the purchase of outside services; and
(9) reporting to and consulting with the office of
the state court administrator concerning the operations of the court. The salary, employee benefits,
and any secretarial support services for trial court
executives appointed after the effective date of this
act shall be paid from the General Fund of the state
or other funds available to the judicial council.
Section 73. Section Enacted.

Section 78-5-0.5, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
is enacted to read:
78-5-0.5. Justices' courts.

Under Article VIII, Section 1 of the Utah Constitution, there is created a court not of record known
as the justices* court. The judges of this court arc
justices of the peace.
'
Section 74. Section Amended.
Section 78-5-14, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is
amended to read:
78-5-14. Appeals.
Any person dissatisfied with a judgment rendered
in a justices' court, whether the same was rendered
on default or after trial, may apply for a-new trial
or-appeaMherefrom to-the district is entitled to a
trial de novo in the circuit court of the county
wi4htn-the7iiffle and in the-mannef as provided by
law.
•
Section 75. Section Amended.
Sectidn 78-6-8, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as
last amended by Chapter 180, Laws of Utah 1961, is
amended to read.*78-6-8. Pleadings and bearings informal,
exception - Attachment, garnishment, and
execution may issue.
No formal pleading, other than the said affidavit
and notice, shall fee is necessary, and the hearing
and disposition of all such the actions may be inf-
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Codc*

Co
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ormai, except that the circuit court shall maintain/'^ (c) three n*
the proceeding on the record as in any other casj^^a 0crs of the t
with the sole object of dispensing speedy justice^ l,y the boarc*
between the parties. Attachment garnishment, and?\ glar for a four
execution may issue after judgment in the manner «J (d) two pei
prescribed by law upon the payment of the fces> gar, who sh<
allowed by law for such those services.
- , two-year tern
may be of the
Section 76. Section Amended.
\j jnd
Section 78-6-10, Utah Code Annotated 1953, i s ^ (e) one juc
amended to read:
'r\*
' - <i % selected by th
78-6-10. Small claims - When conclusive •
-.«.' jwo^year term
~l2) if the ji
Exception - Appeal - Attorney's fee.
(]] The judgment of said the small claims depar*^ * Qualified fror
tment of the justices* and circuit court shall be ii:jN judicial Cone
conclusive upon the plaintiff unless a counterclaim;!*! jute judge of a
has been interposed. If the defendantis-dissatisfie^y^ (3) The Ju<
he ^nayr-^^hift-live-days-^rom the-efttry-^f-said^jj blish guidelin
judgment agains4-4ttmr-appeal~to-4he dismct-c^wt-^ef ipl ation of any
the^Mfflty-ift-whk&-said cOur-t-is-heMr-Such-distriet'$$ matter.
court-way ^w^f44he-preva41kvg-paf4y*<m-&uch-appeal {f$a IWfflOn
a-reasonable-attorney's fee to be-fked-by-the-eour-k ~4 of this act
(2) if the matter, is heard in- the small claims-^ members of
department of the circuit court, the defendant may*Ka sfefttt Commi
appeal the judgment of the circuit court to the * appointed to
Court of Appeals by filing a notice of appeal within ^ Subsection (1
five days of the entry of the judgment against him.
'f' of office to c
(3) If the matter is heard in the small claims 7 When a mem
department of the justices' court, the defendantt a member o1
may obtain a trial de novo in the circuit court by \ Utah State B.
filing in the circuit court of the county a pcjjtion for -^ resentatives o
trial de novo within~ftve days of the entry of the :\ 1 ointing authc
A.J unexpired ter
judgment against him.
*• exercise its
Section 77. Section Repealed and Reenacted.
^ authorized b>
Section 78-7-2, Utah Code Annotated 1953, aslj ' been appoint'
last amended by Chapter 77, Laws of Utah 1977, is,!j£_ commission u
repealed and reenacted to read:
!?<p 0 ) ( 5 } N o
78-7-2. Justices and judges - Limitations during
,/" unless concu
terms.
;/- The commiss
No justice or judge of any court of record may, ~ -j serve as chain
during his term of office: - M ' w ja AII
(1) practice law or have a partner engaged in the & allowed theii
practice of law;
,
%% travel, board
(2) hold office in or make any contribution to any"; 1 ance of comi
political party or organization engaged in political *jfj allowed the 1
activity; or
tJf.['
reporter scrvi
(3) use, in his efforts to obtain or retain judicial >: expenses inci
office, any political party designation, reference, or'**M of the commi
description.
•
Section 79. S
Section 7S, Section Amended...
#f H
Sec t i o n 7*
Section 78-7-27,'-Utah Code Annotated 195i,^l|| as last amer
as last amended by Chapter 157, Laws of Utah^
1983, is amen
1983, is amended to read:
.5,
78-7-29. Disa
78-7-27. Judicial conduct commission - Creation
*•*
justice of f
- Members - Terms - Majority concurrence (1) A justk
Expenses. - ,
v
r
.
3
court of this
(1) There is created a commission-on The memb*J
prescribed in
ership of the Judicial Conduct the-membefship of u
seriously int«
which shall consist Commission established - b y ; p l duties and v
Article Vill, Sec. 13 of the Utah Constitution con-tjf* permanent cl
sistsof;. •.»•.•-••
« •••.
•- - <.
- ^ M of the peace
(a) twe* members of the House of Representatives4OT llity shall ce
to be appointed by the speaker of the House of A | § retirement ar
Representatives for a two-year term, not more "
The commis:
£m and report ee
than one of whom shall may be of the same political 4;]
party as the speaker; < * . , - , , ,
"**
(2) Action
AiLJlliaiAiixLjk
(b) two members of the Senate to be appointed by
w i jirit^wiui ^^
the president of the Senate for a two-year term^
application f
not more than one of whom shall may be of the
upon the ev
same political party as the president;.
,
...
tted by one

.
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(C) three members from the board of commission s of the Utah State Bar! who shall be appointed
M to the board of commissioners of the Utah State
gar for a four-year term; and
(d) two persons not members of the Utah State
teU w n 0 sha!l be appointed by the governor for
jyo-year terms, not more than one of whom shaH
H $3y. ^ e °f l n e same political party as the governor-$$d
^7e)_one judge of a trial court _oi_rccord1_io_be
^fleeted by the Judicial Conduct Commission for a
j^g^eaTterm.
^ 2 ) J f the judge serving on the commission is disQiialified from participating in any proceeding, the
jjjdicTal Conduct Commission shall select a substij^Tjudge of a trial court of record.
•^jj^Thc Judicial Conduct Commission shall estaUrn ^islyguidelines and procedures for the disqualificttion of any member from consideration of any
matter.
(2) (4) On June 30th following the effective date
?
U - 0f this act the terms of office of the present
members of the commission--en Judicial Conduct
ifeaH Commission expire*, and members shall be
£?; J appointed to the commission as provided for in
Subsection (1) of tmVseetioft, their respective terms
5^; of
office to commence on July 1, 1977. Whenever
ftlien a member resigns, dies, or ceases to be either
s .;
i$ g"~roember of the board of commissioners of the
ytah State Bar, or a member of the House of Representatives or Senate, as the case may be, the appointing authority shall appoint a successor for the
'^m unexpired term. If the appointing authority fails to
exercise its power to appoint the commissioners
authorized by this act, the commissioners who have
been appointed shaH have the authority to act as a
commission under all the provisions of this act.
$ ) (5) No act of the commission sha&~be is valid
unless concurred in by majority of its members.
The commission shall select one of its members to
serve as chairman.
&M
(4) (6) All members of the commission shall be
<>i
tJlowed their actual and necessary expenses for
S|,
travel, board, and lodging incurred in the performfsce of commission duties. The chairman shall be
«Bowed the actual expenses of secretarial and court
X * * reporter services and other necessary administrative
# * • apenses incurred in the performance of the duties
$J8$*i of the commission.
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Section 79. Section Amended.
Section 78-7-29, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
U last amended by Chapter 157, Laws of Utah
1983, is amended to read:

*$. 7S-7-29. Disability retirement of justice, Judge or
justice of peace.
•<t*£'(1) A justice, judge, or justice of the peace of any
court of this state, in accordance with the procedure
[ described in this act2 may be retired for a disability
leriously interfering with the performance of his
[ duties and which is, or is likely to become, of a
* - !'permanent character. Any justice, judge, or justice
' ^IWi> ^ m « f*3^ desiring to retire on grounds of disab"*~*
$ty shall certify to the commission his request for
retirement and the nature of his disability*~*n4-fche.
o r e ^ i l The commission may order a medical examination
: tM
re
rt

HB 101

^^^^im

ians, including an examination of essential statements submitted by either bar or judicial associations
or committees certifying that:
(a) Tkat the justice, judge, or justice of the peace
is mentally or physically disabled and totally incapacitated for the further performance of his assigned
job;and
(b) T-hat-sueh jus incapacity is likely to continue
and be permanent and that he should be retired.
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Section 80. Sections Repealed.
Section

I c^jfeA.'?•:-•: S&i

20-1-7.4, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as last
amended by Chapter 77, Laws of Utah 1977,
Section

ki-^m^-^M

20-1-7.8, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as las!
amended by Chapter 77, Laws of Utah 1977,
Section

i

S

thel

1 ® Action of the Judicial Conduct Commission
i&iudieki-eeflduet in approving or disapproving an
Application for disability retirement shall be based
apon the evaluation and recommendations submitted by one or more medical examiners or physic-

rJS^Hfim

78-2-3, Utah Code Annotated 1953, Section
78-2-7, Utah Code Annotated 1953, Section

Wr^f^

78-2-8, Utah Code Annotated 1953, Section
78-2-9, Utah Code Annotated 1953, Section

•2HM

78-2-10, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as last
amended by Chapter 207, Laws of Utah 1971,
Section
78-3-5, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as last
amended by Chapter 90, Laws of Utah 1981,
Section
78-3-28, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as enacted
by Chapter 77, Laws of Utah 1977, Section
78-3a-7, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as last
amended by Chtpter 83, Laws of Utah 1983,
Section

ty

I °
'

78-3a-9, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as enacted
by Chapter 159, Laws of Utah 1969, Section
78-4-14, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as enacted
by Chapter 77, Laws of Utah 1977, and Section

'•

Nsgvf ".-.-v.'

lia

Mi^i

vil
. r>a"
- sts

78-6-11, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as last
amended by Chapter 90, Laws of Utah 1981, are
repealed.

Section 82. Effective Date.
Section 31A-2-306, Utah Code Annotated, as
enacted by Chapter 242, Laws of Utah 1985, as
amended by this act, takes effect on July 1,1986.
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Section 81. Severability Clause.
If any provision of this act, or the application of
any provision to any person or circumstance, is held
invalid, the remainder of this act is given effect
without the invalid provision or application.
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